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We describe schemes of quantum computation with magic states on qubits for which contextuality and
negativity of the Wigner function are necessary resources possessed by the magic states. These schemes satisfy
a constraint. Namely, the non-negativity of Wigner functions must be preserved under all available measurement
operations. Furthermore, we identify stringent consistency conditions on such computational schemes, revealing
the general structure by which negativity of Wigner functions, hardness of classical simulation of the computation,
and contextuality are connected.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Contextuality [1–9] and negativity of Wigner functions [10–
14] have recently been established as a necessary resources
for quantum computation by injection of magic states (QCSI)
[15–19]. This was first achieved for systems of qudits [15,17],
where the local degrees of freedom have an odd number
of states. These findings beg the question: Under which
conditions are contextuality and Wigner function negativity
computational resources for QCSI on n-qubit systems?
This is the question we address in the present paper. As
a first step into this direction, it was shown in Ref. [16] that
Wigner function negativity and contextuality of magic states
are necessary resources for QCSI on rebits, which are systems
of local dimension 2 whose state vector is real valued. Here
we generalize that approach.
Before we state our results, we give a brief description
of the technical terms that have appeared above. Quantum
computation with magic states (QCSI) [20] is closely related to
the standard circuit model. It deviates in that the allowed state
preparations, unitary transformations, and measurements are
restricted to be nonuniversal and, in fact, efficiently classically
simulable. These operations are called “free.” Computational
universality is restored by the capability to inject so-called
magic states, which are states that cannot be prepared by the
free operations. The source of computational power thus shifts
from the gates to the magic states, and it is natural to ask which
quantum features must be present in these states to allow for
quantum speedup.
Wigner functions [10–13] describe quantum states in phase
space. They are quasiprobability distributions, and as such the
closest quantum analog to joint probability distributions of
position and momentum in classical statistical mechanics. The
difference is that Wigner functions can take negative values,
and this negativity is a signature of quantumness [21,22].
Contextuality means that measurements cannot be viewed
as deterministically revealing pre-existing properties of a
system. This happens in Hilbert spaces of dimension d  3
[2]. There, it is impossible to consistently assign pre-existing
values λ to all observables, in such a way that λ(A) is a
property of the observable A alone and not also of compatible
observables that are measured simultaneously.
State-dependent contextuality is a weaker form that can be
attributed to quantum states rather than observables [4], and it
is the notion we are interested in here. The set of measurable
observables may be restricted in such a way that consistent
noncontextual value assignments exist. Then, a probabilistic
mixture of such value assignments is a noncontextual hidden
variable model (ncHVM). For certain quantum states, it
may happen that no probability distribution over the value
assignments correctly reproduces all measurement statistics.
Quantum states of this kind are called contextual.
The phenomenon of state-independent contextuality with
regard to Pauli observables (which are the free observables in
QCSI) represents an obstacle towards establishing contextual-
ity of the magic states as a computational resource. Namely,
because of it, for n  2 qubits, there does not even exist a
single consistent noncontextual value assignment for the Pauli
observables. Hence, no quantum state ofn  2 qubits, not even
the completely mixed state, can be described by a ncHVM.
Every quantum state is thus contextual. And if contextuality is
ubiquitous, it cannot be a resource.
In this paper, we overcome the problem posed by state-
independent contextuality by restricting to QCSI schemes
on qubits which satisfy an additional condition. Under this
condition, contextuality and Wigner function negativity of the
magic states are necessary computational resources for QCSI
on qubits. The condition is as follows:
(P1) Non-negative Wigner functions remain non-negative
under free measurements.
Condition P1 is the very basis for the usefulness of Wigner
functions in the description of QCSI, namely to reveal the near
classicality of QCSI without the magic states. This property
also holds for the previously discussed cases of qudits and
rebits. P1 restricts the Pauli observables that are available for
measurement. To motivate this constraint, we observe that
many constructions for fault-tolerant quantum computation
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are QCSI schemes in which the free gates are a strict subset
of the Clifford gates. One example is the first concrete QCSI
scheme ever proposed, with the free operations provided by
braiding and fusion of Ising anyons, and magic states enabling
CNOT and π/8 gates [23].
However, Condition P1 is trickier than might at first appear.
For a start, we do not require a counterpart of P1 for the unitary
operations available in QCSI, and imposing it would indeed be
too restrictive. Those unitaries may introduce large amounts
of negativity into the Wigner function without compromising
efficient classical simulability.
Condition P1 can be used to define the free measurements
in a QCSI scheme, given a Wigner function. Typically, but not
always, the resulting set of free measurements is small. Thus
the question arises whether the corresponding QCSI schemes
really operate on the intended number of qubits. To filter out
the true n-qubit QCSI schemes, we therefore impose a second
condition:
(P2) The available measurements are tomographically
complete.
Condition P2 means that with the free operations of an
n-qubit QCSI scheme the density matrix ρ of any n-qubit
quantum state can be fully measured. Rebit QCSI [16], for
example, does not satisfy it.
Conditions P1 and P2 are hard to satisfy jointly. Informally
speaking, for typical Wigner functions, P1 generates small sets
of free measurements, whereas P2 demands large sets. Yet, sets
of freely measurable observables that satisfy both P1 and P2
do exist for every number n of qubits.
We show that for all n-qubit QCSI schemes satisfying P1,
contextuality and Wigner function negativity are necessary for
quantum computational universality and quantum speedup.
The result on contextuality is strictly stronger than our
corresponding result on Wigner functions. Unlike the qudit
case [15,24], magic states can have negative Wigner functions
but still be noncontextual. Consequently, the fundamental
notion of classicality for qubit QCSI schemes subject to P1 is
a noncontextual hidden variable model, not a positive Wigner
function.
Our result on contextuality is an extension of the cor-
responding results for qudits [15], where the Hilbert space
dimension of the local systems is an odd prime or a power
of an odd prime, and for rebits [16], where the Hilbert space
dimension of the local systems is 2, but the density matrix is
constrained to be real.
Our result on Wigner negativity as a resource extends [17]
from qudits to qubits, and is complementary to the earlier
work [19] on qubits. In Ref. [19], many Wigner functions are
simultaneously used to characterize the classical region for the
magic states, whereas our work only involves one. On the other
hand, the present result only applies for QCSI schemes that
satisfy the Condition P1, whereas Ref. [19] applies in general.
For QCSI schemes where both methods can be applied, the
present result labels a larger region of the state space as
guaranteed classical.
II. MOTIVATION, RESULTS, AND OUTLINE
In this section, we give a broader motivation for our work,
explain why the qubit case requires a separate discussion,
summarize our results, and provide an outline of the remainder
of the paper.
A. Motivation
Which quantum property makes the magic states valuable
for QCSI? This is the question we address in the present
paper, and to approach it, we first need to clarify in which
sense the free operations of QCSI by themselves are not fully
quantum and not computationally valuable. These operations
are certainly not entirely classical. For example, highly
entangled states can be created by them.
In the present paper, the term qudit always refers to systems
of odd Hilbert space dimension. In this benign case of qudits,
the near classicality of the free operations is revealed by
the following characteristics: The free operations (which are
Clifford operations) preserve the properties of quantum states
(i) to be stabilizer states and hence to be efficiently classically
simulable by the stabilizer formalism [25], (ii) to have a
non-negative Wigner function, and (iii) to be describable by a
noncontextual hidden variable model.
Thus there are different angles from which to view
classicality in QCSI—the quantum optics angle, focusing on
Wigner functions; the quantum foundations angle, focusing
on ncHVMs; and the stabilizer angle, focusing on efficient
classical simulability. Remarkably, in the qudit case, those
different angles amount to essentially the same. First, the
notions of contextuality and Wigner function negativity agree
for qudits [15,24] and for the Wigner function proposed in
Refs. [11,12]. Next, if the magic states have a non-negative
Wigner function, the resulting QCSIs can be efficiently
classically simulated [17]. The domain of applicability of this
simulation method strictly contains the domain of applicability
of the stabilizer method.
When transitioning from qudits to qubits, this well-rounded
picture of classicality splinters. The stabilizer simulation
method survives unharmed. Wigner functions can still be
defined, although their definition cannot be straightfor-
wardly adapted from the infinite-dimensional or finite odd-
dimensional case [13,26,27]. Their non-negativity is no longer
preserved under all Clifford gates.
Worst fares the contextuality of the magic states. As already
noted in the introduction, due to the phenomenon of state-
independent contextuality with Pauli observables [3], ncHVMs
can no longer be consistently defined. Hence, every quantum
states on n  2 becomes contextual [15], and contextuality of
the magic states is no longer a resource.
The latter represents a severe obstacle to extending the
result [15] to qubits. We overcome it by invoking the
additional assumption, Condition P1. The phenomenon of
state-independent contextuality with Pauli observables most
pronouncedly illustrates that qubits are different.
B. Why are qubits different?
The difference between qudits and qubits derives from the
fact that Heisenberg-Weyl operators behave differently—in
ways that matter for contextuality and Wigner functions—
depending on whether the Hilbert space dimension is even
or odd. The HW operators are important for QCSI because,
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by construction, all freely measurable observables are of this
type.
Denote by d the dimension of the local Hilbert space, and
by x and z two HW operators acting on that space,
x :=
d−1∑
i=0
|i + 1 mod d〉〈i|, z :=
d−1∑
i=0
ωi |i〉〈i|, (1)
where ω = e2πi/d . The definition of the HW operator x in
Eq. (1) requires addition mod d, and in result, addition mod d is
a common operation when reasoning about Heisenberg-Weyl
operators in dimension d. What distinguishes the qubit from
the qudit case is that 2−1 mod d is well defined if d is odd,
i.e., there exists an x ∈ Zd such that 2x = 1 mod d. But 2−1
mod d is undefined if d is even, specifically if d = 2.
Let us see how this mathematical difference is relevant for
physics. First, we remark that the nonexistence of the inverse
of 2 (mod d) affects the adaption of Wigner functions from
the infinite-dimensional to the finite-dimensional case. The
standard construction [12,13] works only for odd d, precisely
for the above reason.
Here, we discuss the existence of state-independent proofs
of contextuality based on HW operators (HW-SIC), such as
the Peres-Mermin square [3,28] and Mermin star [3], in tensor
product Hilbert spaces of dimension dn. As we discussed in
the introduction, if state-independent contextuality is present,
then contextuality cannot be a resource possessed only by
some magic states.
The Heisenberg-Weyl operators τ γa in the Hilbert space of
n systems of dimension d are
τ γa := ωγ (a)Z(aZ)X(aX),
where the function γ is an arbitrary phase convention, a =
(aZ,aX), and Z(aZ) =
⊗n
i=1(z(i))aZ,i .
There is no HW-SIC if d is odd. First, note that the existence
or nonexistence of HW-SIC is independent of the choice of γ .
We may thus choose a convenient such function, which for our
purposes is
γ0(a) := aZaX/2 mod d. (2)
This requires the existence of 2−1 mod d, and thus only works
if d is odd. By direct calculation we find that
τ γ0a τ
γ0
b = τ γ0a+b,
whenever [τ γ0a ,τ γ0b ] = 0. Thus, λ(τ γ0a ) = 1 is a consistent
context-independent value assignment. Hence, there is no
state-independent contextuality with HW operators for odd
d, as claimed.
HW-SIC thus points to a difference between odd and even d.
As will become clear in the subsequent sections, the presence
or absence of state-independent contextuality with respect to
Heisenberg-Weyl operators is linked to almost every subject
in this paper.
C. Summary of results
Our main results are the following:
(1) Computational universality. For all n-qubit QCSI
satisfying Condition P1, contextuality of the magic states
W>0ρ
ncHVM
FIG. 1. Schematic view of the n-qubit state space. The disk
represents the space of proper quantum states, the square shows the
states describable by a noncontextual hidden variable model, and the
lower triangle indicates the states with non-negative Wigner function.
is necessary for quantum computational universality (Theo-
rem 4).
(2) Quantum speedup. For n-qubit QCSI schemes which
satisfy Condition P1 and for which the value assignments of the
ncHVM can be efficiently evaluated, contextuality is necessary
for speedup (Theorem 5).
(3) Existence. There is at least one family of QCSI schemes
and matching Wigner function which satisfies Conditions P1
and P2; see Sec. VI.
Points 1 and 2 also hold if “ncHVM” is replaced with “non-
negative Wigner function”. However, this notion of classicality
is more restricted; see Fig. 1. In contrast to the qudit case,
the existence of an ncHVM does not imply non-negativity
of the Wigner function. Therefore, in the present setting, non-
negativity of the Wigner function is an unnecessarily restrictive
notion of classicality.
There are additional points of technical interest:
(4) Preservation of classicality. If the input quantum state
ρin of an n-qubit QCSI satisfying Condition P1 can be
described by an ncHVM, then the state of the quantum register
at all later times can be described by an ncHVM (Theorem 3).
(5) Non-negativity of Wigner functions is in general not
preserved under free unitary gates for QCSI schemes satisfying
P1; see Sec. IV C 2. This does not affect efficient classical
simulability (Theorem 1).
(6) For any given n-qubit QCSI, the state space S of the
corresponding ncHVM consists of multiple copies of the phase
space V = Zn2 × Zn2 on which the Wigner function is defined.
If an n-qubit state is noncontextual, its representation by a
probability distribution over S is typically not unique.
Comparing points 4 and 5, we find that existence of an
ncHVM for a given state ρ and a non-negative of Wigner
function Wρ are no longer the same, as they were in the qudit
case [15,24]. Contextuality still implies Wigner negativity
(Theorem 2), but not the other way around.
Remark. In our results on efficient simulation by sampling
(Theorems 1 and 5), we assume the sampling sources as given,
and only count the operational cost of processing the samples
in the simulation. This assumption holds, for example, when
each magic state injected to the computation has support only
on a bounded number of qubits [16,17]. However, there is
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strong indication that probability distributions exist which can
be efficiently prepared by quantum means but are hard to
sample from classically [29–34]. In view of those, Theorems 1
and 5 specify the computational cost of classical simulation
relative to a sampling source, similar to the complexity of an
algorithm relative to an oracle.
D. Outline
This paper is structured as follows. In Secs. III–V, we
analyze the general structure of QCSI schemes defined by
Conditions P1 and P2, and in Sec. VI we explicitly construct
a QCSI scheme on qubits for which contextuality in the magic
states is a necessary quantum mechanical resource. Regarding
the former part, in Sec. III, we work out the implications
of Conditions P1 and P2 for QCSI schemes. We give a
prescription for how to construct QCSI schemes starting from
the phase convention γ for the Heisenberg-Weyl operators.
Section IV discusses the role of Wigner functions for QCSI.
In particular, we present an efficient classical simulation of
QCSI for magic states with non-negative Wigner function
(Algorithm 1). Section V is on the role of contextuality.
We show that state-independent contextuality is absent from
all QCSI schemes satisfying Conditions P1 and P2, clarify
the relation between Wigner function negativity and state-
dependent contextuality, and establish the latter as a necessary
resource for QCSI with magic states. Finally, we describe an
efficient classical simulation algorithm for QCSI for magic
states with a noncontextual HVM (Algorithm 2). It contains
Algorithm 1 as a special case. We conclude in Sec. VII.
We also refer to a companion paper [35] of this article
which focuses solely on the role of contextuality in QCSI.
Wigner functions—and all the conceptual puzzles they give
rise to in the multiqubit setting—are bypassed. The flip side
of this approach is that Wigner functions can no longer be
used to characterize the near-classical free sector of operations
in QCSI. Instead, the free sector is specified by the set of
available measurements, and Condition P1 is replaced by the
requirement that the available measurements do not exhibit
state-independent contextuality. Reference [35] provides a
shorter approach for those readers whose main interest is in
contextuality.
III. COMPUTATIONAL SETTING AND
CONSISTENCY CONDITIONS
In this section we describe how qubit QCSI schemes
are constructed starting from Conditions P1 and P2. We
demonstrate that by requiring P1 and P2, the choice of
Wigner function completely determines the free sector of the
corresponding QCSI scheme. Namely, P1 defines the set O
of observables that can be measured for free. Then, the free
unitaries are the maximal set of Clifford unitaries that map
the set O to itself under conjugation. Condition P2 is merely
used to select the true n-qubit schemes. This construction is
explained in Secs. III C–III G.
In Sec. III A, we briefly review the model of QCSI. In
Sec. III B, we discuss the general concept of an operational
restriction, how it overcomes the phenomenon of state-
independent contextuality, and why that is necessary for
establishing contextuality of the magic states as a resource
for QCSI.
A. The computational setting
Every QCSI scheme consists of four constituents, namely
(i) a set  of states that can be prepared within the scheme (the
free states), (ii) the setO of observables which can be directly
measured and which in the present discussion always consists
solely of Pauli operators, (iii) a group G of unitary gates (the
free gates), typically taken as the Clifford group or a subgroup
thereof, and (iv) the set M of magic states which render the
scheme computationally universal. A general QCSI scheme is
thus characterized by the quadruple (O,G,,M).
The first three of these four constituents are considered
free. The justification for this terminology is that quantum
computations built solely from the free operations cannot have
a quantum speedup. This near classicality of the free operations
is made precise by an efficient classical simulation algorithm
(see Sec. IV). It states that if the Wigner function of the initial
quantum state ρin can be efficiently sampled from then so can
the outcome distribution resulting from evolving ρin under the
free unitary gates and measurements. This simulation result
is the very justification for invoking a Wigner function in the
description of QCSI.
B. Operational restrictions
When transitioning from local systems of odd prime Hilbert
space dimension (qudits) to local systems of Hilbert space di-
mension 2 (qubits), one encounters a new phenomenon: state-
independent contextuality among Pauli observables [3,36]. It is
incompatible with viewing contextuality as a resource injected
into the computation along with the magic states.
The reasons are twofold. First, within the framework of
QCSI, Pauli measurements are supposed to be free, and if
contextuality is already present in those operations, how can
it be a resource? Perhaps even worse, for systems of two or
more qubits, a contextuality witness can be constructed that
classifies all quantum states of n  2 qubits as contextual
[15], including the completely mixed state. Again, how can
contextuality be a resource if it is generic?
In this paper, the strategy for coping with state-
indepenendent contextuality is to place operational restrictions
on the Pauli observables that can be measured in a QCSI
scheme. The very concept of QCSI already invokes the notion
of an operational restriction, since the operations in QCSI are
nonuniversal by design. Here, additional constraints are placed
by Condition P1. The rebit case [16] shall serve as a model
scenario for the concept of operational restrictions, and we
briefly review it for illustration.
The Peres-Mermin square [3,28,37] embeds into real
quantum mechanics (see Fig. 2), and confining it to rebit
quantum states does therefore not remove state independence
all by itself. Rather, the following operational restriction is put
in place. The directly measurable observables are restricted
from the set of real Pauli operators to tensor products of Pauli
operators Zi only or Xi only. Accordingly, the free unitaries
are restricted from all real Clifford gates to those which
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FIG. 2. Peres-Mermin square. For the restriction to CSS-ness-
preserving operations, the six observables in the top two rows are in
the setO while the observables in the bottom row are in M but not in
O. In rebit QCSI, they can be measured individually but not jointly.
The figure is adapted from Ref. [3].
preserve the set of Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) stabilizer
states [38,39].
Let us analyze the free measurements, for the case of
n = 2 rebits, with the CSS restriction. The set O of directly
measurable observables is
O = {I,Z1,Z2,Z1Z2,X1,X2,X1X2} × {±1}.
By directly measuring observables from the above set,
measurement outcomes of further Pauli observables can be
inferred. For example, X1Z2 ∈ O. Yet, a value for X1Z2 can
be inferred by measuring the commuting observables X1 and
Z2 separately, and multiplying the outcomes. By applying this
construction to all possible pairs of commuting observables
in O, we find the set M of observables whose value can be
inferred, namely
M = O ∪ {X1Z2,Z1X2,Y1Y2} × {±1}.
M is thus the set of all real and Hermitian two-qubit Pauli
operators. By measurement of observables in the smaller set
O it is thus possible to fully reconstruct all two-rebit density
operators.
The next question of interest is which Pauli operators can
be measured jointly. For example, while both the observables
X1Z2 and Z1X2 are in M and even though they commute, in
rebit QCSI they cannot have their values inferred simultane-
ously. Inferring the value of X1Z2 necessitates the physical
measurement of the observables X1 and Z2, and inferring the
value for Z1X2 requires the physical measurement of Z1 and
X2. However, the four observables X1, Z2, Z1, and X2 do
not all commute. The measurement of Z1 and X2 to infer the
outcome of Z1X2 wipes out the value of X1Z2, and vice versa.
The fact that the observables X1Z2 and Z1X2 cannot
have their values inferred simultaneously is critical for state-
independent contextuality. Namely, the consistency constraint
among measurement outcomes for observables in the bottom
row of the Mermin Peres square can no longer be experimen-
tally checked and is thus effectively removed from the square.
As a consequence, the remaining available measurements
can be described by a noncontextual hidden variable model
(HVM). For example, the value assignment λ = 1 for all
observables in the Peres-Mermin square becomes consistent.
In this way, by imposing an operational restriction, state-
independent contextuality disappears from QCSI.
This concludes the review of the rebit case. In the
subsequent sections, we generalize the notions introduced
above and apply them to a wider range of settings. As a final
remark, earlier in this section we stated that the operational
restrictions must obey certain consistency conditions. The
above discussion points to two of them: To give rise to a
tomographically complete scheme of QCSI on qubits, the set
O of directly measurable observables must be large enough
for the derived set M to comprise all Pauli operators. At
the same time, O must be small enough to dispense with
state-independent contextuality.
C. Consistency conditions on G and 
We now begin to describe the consistency conditions which
must hold between the group G of free unitary gates in QCSI,
the set O of directly measurable observables, and the set  of
free states. We require that these constituents of QCSI satisfy
two constraints, namely
g†Og ∈ O, ∀O ∈ O, ∀g ∈ G (3)
and
g|ψ〉 ∈ , ∀|ψ〉 ∈ , ∀g ∈ G. (4)
Regarding Eq. (3), if O can be measured, so can g†Og, namely
by first applying g, then measuring O, and then applying g†.
Likewise, if |ψ〉 can be prepared, so can g|ψ〉.
We regard the set O of directly measurable observables as
primary among the constituents of the free sector of QCSI, and
define the group G of free gates and the set  of free states
in reference to it. Namely, G is the largest subgroup of the
n-qubit Clifford group Cln that satisfies the property Eq. (3),
G := {g ∈ Cln| g†Og ∈ O,∀O ∈ O}. (5)
The free states are those that can be prepared by measurement
of observables in O. All other states are considered resources
and must be provided externally if needed. That is, |ψ〉 ∈  if
and only if there exists an ordered set O|ψ〉 ⊂ O such that
|ψ〉〈ψ | ∼
⎛
⎝ ∏
O∈O|ψ〉
[
I ± O
2
]⎞⎠(I/2n). (6)
The projectors on the left-hand side of Eq. (6) do not
necessarily commute. Their temporal order is specified by the
ordering inO|ψ〉. The angular brackets denote superoperators.
With Eq. (5), Pn ⊂ G always holds. Therefore, a totally
depolarizing twirl may be implemented, producing I/2n from
any n-qubit state.
The free sector of a QCSI scheme is thus fully specified
via Eqs. (5) and (6) by the set O of directly measurable
observables. In Sec. III E we turn to the question of how O
itself is constructed.
D. Wigner functions
A Wigner function is a means of description of QCSIs. The
reason for invoking Wigner functions is to characterize the
near classicality of the sector of free operations in QCSI. This
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proceeds by way of the efficient classical simulation algorithm
described in Sec. IV B.
The Wigner functions considered here are defined on a
phase space V := Zn2 × Zn2, starting from the Heisenberg-
Weyl operators
T γa = iγ (a)Z(aZ)X(aX). (7)
Therein, Z(aZ) :=
⊗n
i=1 Z
aZ,i
i , X(aX) :=
⊗n
i=1 X
aX,i
i .
The possible phase conventions γ : V −→ Z4 are con-
strained only by the requirement that all T γa , a ∈ V , are
Hermitian. As we show later, the QCSI schemes considered
here and the Wigner functions describing them are both fully
specified by γ .
We consider Wigner functions of the form Wγρ (u) =
1/2n Tr(Auρ), for all u ∈ V = Z2n2 , where Au = T γu A0(T γu )†,
A
γ
0 =
1
2n
∑
a∈V
T γa . (8)
This definition satisfies the minimal conditions required of a
Wigner function [11], namely that (i) Wγ is a quasiprobability
distribution defined on a state space V = Z2n2 , (ii) Wγ
transforms covariantly under the Pauli group, Wγ
TaρT
†
a
(u) =
Wρ(u + a), for all u,a ∈ V , and (iii) there is a suitable notion
of marginals.
Remark. To simplify the notation, we subsequently omit
the superscript γ in the Wigner functions, unless the precise
choice of γ matters.
All previous works on the role of positive Wigner func-
tions for QCSI—Refs. [16–19]—are based on a particular
family of Wigner functions for finite-dimensional state spaces
introduced by Gibbons et al. [11]. This is, indirectly, also
the case for the present Wigner function, and we therefore
briefly describe its genealogy. Gibbons et al. introduced a
family of Wigner functions for finite-dimensional state spaces
based on the concepts of mutually unbiassed bases and lines
in phase space. Among this family, for the special case of
odd local dimension, Gross [12] identified a Wigner function
which is the most sensible finite-dimensional analog of the
infinite-dimensional case [10]. This Wigner function was
written in the form of Eqs. (7) and (8) in Ref. [17], with a
special phase convention γ . For local Hilbert space dimension
2, this special function γ does not exist, and in the present
approach γ is left as a parameter to vary. The freedom of
choosing the function γ replaces the freedom of choosing
quantum nets in Ref. [11].
In addition to the above properties (i)—(iii), the Wigner
functions defined in Eqs. (7) and (8) have two further relevant
properties. First, for any pair ρ and σ of operators acting on
the Hilbert space C2n , it holds that
Tr(ρσ ) = 2n
∑
u∈V
Wρ(u)Wσ (u). (9)
Second, for any admissible function γ , we have the following
relation between a quantum state ρ and its Wigner functions
Wρ :
ρ =
∑
u∈V
Wρ(u)Au.
E. Condition P1 definesO
The set O of directly measurable observables is, in the
present setting, always a set of Hermitian Pauli operators,
O = {±Ta,a ∈ VO},
where VO is a subset of V = (Z2)2n.
In Sec. III C, we described how to construct the set  of free
states given the set O of directly measurable observables. But
how is the set O itself constructed? To answer this question,
we return to the function γ in Eq. (7) from which everything
follows in the present setting. The function γ : V −→ Z4
specifies a function β : V × V −→ Z4 defined via
Ta+b = iβ(a,b)TaTb. (10)
The function β is related to the function γ introduced in Eq. (7)
via
β(a,b) = −γ (a) − γ (b) + γ (a + b) + 2aXbZ mod 4.
(11)
Thus, β is fully determined by γ . The converse is not true.
Every valid function β (i.e., one that derives from a function
γ ) determines γ only up to a translation in phase space.
The function β constrains the Pauli operators that can
possibly be contained in the set O. Namely, we have the
following lemma:
Lemma 1. For any a ∈ V , the measurement of an ob-
servable ±Ta does not introduce negativity into the Wigner
function if and only if
β(a,b) = 0, ∀b ∈ V | [a,b] = 0. (12)
In Eq. (12), [·,·] is the symplectic bilinear form defined by
[a,b] := aX · bZ + aZ · bX mod 2, for all a,b ∈ V .
Proof of Lemma 1. “Only if”: Assume that the condition
Eq. (12) does not hold, i.e., there exists a Pauli operator Tb
such that [a,b] = 0 and β(a,b) = 0 = 2 (Hermiticity).
Further assume that the system is in the mixed state (I −
Tb)/2n, which has non-negative W , and that Ta is measured.
Without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.) assume that the outcome
is −1. The resulting state is ρ = (I − Ta − Tb + TaTb)/2n =
(I − Ta − Tb − Ta+b)/2n. Thus, Wρ(0) = −2/4n < 0. Thus,
if β(a,b) = 0 for some b ∈ V , the measurement of Ta can
introduce negativity into Wigner functions, and hence ±Ta ∈
O. Negation of this statement proofs the result.
“If”: We assume that the Wigner function Wρ of the state
ρ before the measurement is non-negative,
Wρ(u)  0, ∀u ∈ V,
and that the measured observable Ta is such that β(a,b) = 0,
for all b ∈ V . The state ρ ′ after the measurement of the observ-
able Ta with outcome s ∈ {0,1} is ρ ′ ∼ I+(−1)sTa2 ρ I+(−1)
sT
†
a
2 ,
and the value of the corresponding Wigner function at the
phase space point u ∈ V is
pa(s)Wρ ′(u) = 12n Tr
(
I + (−1)sT †a
2
Au
I + (−1)sTa
2
ρ
)
.
(13)
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Therein, pa(s) is the probability of obtaining the outcome s in
the measurement of Ta. Now,
I + (−1)sT †a
2
Au
I + (−1)sTa
2
= I + (−1)
sT
†
a
2
[
1
2n
∑
b∈V
(−1)[u,b]Tb
]
I + (−1)sTa
2
= I + (−1)
sTa
2
⎡
⎣ 1
2n
∑
b∈V |[b,a]=0
(−1)[u,b]Tb
⎤
⎦
= 1
2n+1
∑
b∈V |[b,a]=0
(−1)[u,b][Tb + (−1)sTaTb]
= 1
2n+1
∑
b∈V |[b,a]=0
(−1)[u,b][Tb + (−1)sTa+b]
= 1
2n+1
∑
b∈V |[b,a]=0
(−1)[u,b][1 + (−1)s+[a,u]]Tb
= δs,[a,u]
2n
∑
b∈V |[b,a]=0
(−1)[u,b]Tb
= δs,[a,u]
2
(Au + Au+a).
Above, we have used the assumption that β(a,b) = 0 for all
b ∈ V when transitioning from line 4 to line 5. Applying the
result to Eq. (13), we find that
pa(s)Wρ ′(u) = δs,[a,u]2 [Wρ(u) + Wρ(u + a)]. (14)
By assumption, the right-hand side is always non-negative. For
the outcome s to possibly occur, it is required that pa(s) > 0.
Hence, Wρ ′ (u)  0, for all u ∈ V . 
We define the set O of directly measurable observables to
be the largest possible set of Pauli observables allowed by
Lemma 1,
O := {±Ta, a ∈ V |β(a,u) = 0,∀u ∈ Va}, (15)
with Va := {u ∈ V |[a,u] = 0}.
Example. To illustrate the usefulness of Lemma 1, consider
the following choice for γ . For brevity, we restrict to two
rebits. Wγ is specified by
A
γ
0 = 14 (I − Z1 + Z2 + Z1Z2 − X1 + X2 + X1X2
+X1Z2 + Z1X2 − Y1Y2).
Arranging all observables in A0 apart from the identity in the
Peres-Mermin square,
XX
XZ
ZZ
ZX
Z1Z2
X1 X2
-YY
-
-
β=0
β=2
it is evident that every observable Ta is part of at least one
commuting triple with β = 0. Hence, apart from the identity,
no observable is inO, i.e.,O = {I }. The corresponding QCSI
scheme is thus the exact opposite of tomographically complete:
Nothing can be measured at all. We find that not for every
function γ the Wigner function Wγ can be paired with a
matching QCSI scheme.
For further illustration of Lemma 1, we have the following
implication:
Lemma 2. Consider a Wigner function as defined in
Eqs. (8) and (7), for n  2 qubits. Then, there always exists
a Pauli observable whose measurement does not preserve
positivity.
Thus, no QCSI scheme in which all Pauli observables are
directly measurable can satisfy the Property P1. The original
QCSI scheme [20] on qubits is one of those schemes, and it is
therefore out of scope of the present analysis.
Proof of Lemma 2. Consider the Peres-Mermin square as
displayed in Fig. 2. Irrespective of the sign conventions of
the Pauli observables contained in it, there is always at least
one context with β = 2. Thus, by Lemma 1, for n  2 the
measurement of at least three Pauli observables introduces
negativity into the Wigner function. 
Furthermore, regarding the free states, an immediate con-
sequence of Property P1 is that all free states |〉 ∈  are
non-negatively represented by W . All free states |〉 ∈ 
can be created from the completely mixed state I/2n, by
measurement of observables in O, and WI/2n  0 for any
γ . Then, with Property P1, W|〉〈|  0, for all |〉 ∈ . By
Eq. (4), free states remain non-negatively represented upon
action of free unitary gates g ∈ G.
F. Inferability and tomographic completeness
We know from Lemma 2 that for n  2 qubits, the set O
of directly measurable observables is always strictly smaller
than the set of all Pauli observables. How is that not in conflict
with tomographic completeness (Property P2)?
The reason—as was already mentioned in Sec. III B—is
that some Pauli observables, while not directly measurable,
can nonetheless have their value inferred by measurement.
For example, consider three Pauli observables Ta,Tb ∈ O, Tc ∈
O, such that [a,b] = 0 and Tc = TaTb. Then Tc can have its
value inferred by measuring Ta and Tb, and multiplying the
outcomes.
For suitable sets O, all Pauli observables can have their
value inferred, even if not directly measured. This suffices to
satisfy Property P2.
Definition 1. M = {±Ta| a ∈ VM} is the set of Pauli ob-
servables whose value can be inferred from a single copy
of the given quantum state, by measurement of other Pauli
observables from the set O and classical postprocessing.
The set M is typically larger than the set O of observables
which can be directly measured. This was illustrated by
an example in Sec. III B, namely O = {I,X1,Z2}, M =
O ∪ {X1Z2}. In terms of VM , Condition P2 of tomographic
completeness reads
VM = V. (16)
We now provide a general characterization of the set M
generated by the set O.
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Lemma 3. For any γ , the set VM has the properties that
(i) VO ⊆ VM , and (ii) for any a ∈ VO, b ∈ V with [a,b] = 0,
it holds that a + b ∈ VM if and only if b ∈ VM .
Proof of Lemma 3. Property (i) merely states that what can
be directly measured can have its value inferred. Regarding (ii),
the observableTa+b has its value inferred as follows. First, Ta ∈
O is measured directly. Then, the procedure for inferring the
value of Tb is applied. Since Ta commutes with Tb, the former
measurement does not interfere with the latter, and μ(TaTb) =
μ(Ta)μ(Tb). Finally, with Eq. (12), μ(Ta+b) = μ(Ta)μ(Tb).
Thus, if b ∈ VM then a + b ∈ VM . The reverse direction holds
by symmetry in b ←→ a + b. 
Example. Assume that X1,Z2,Y1Y2 ∈ O. The outcome of
the observable Z1X2 can then be inferred by measurement,
i.e., Z1X2 ∈ M . The procedure for the measurement of the
observable Z1X2, given the above setO of directly measurable
observables, is the following. First, the observable Y1Y2 is
measured, and second, the commuting observables X1 and Z2
are measured. The measurement outcome μ(Z1X2) ∈ {±1}
then is
μ(Z1X2) = μ(Y1Y2)μ(X1)μ(Z2).
The key point of this example is that not all pairs among the
measured Pauli observables X1, Z2, and Y1Y2 commute, yet in
the above expression for μ(Z1X2) we treated them as if they
did. The reason that this is possible is the following:
Since Y1Y2 does not commute with X1 and Z2, the
measurements of X1 and Z2 after the measurement of Y1Y2—
if taken separately—do not reveal any information about
the initial state. Individually, their outcomes are completely
random, whatever the state prior to the Y1Y2 measurement
is. However, X1 and Z2 mutually commute, and hence
the separate measurement of X1 and Z2 implies a valid
measurement outcome for the correlated observable X1Z2,
namely μ(X1Z2) = μ(X1)μ(Z2). Furthermore, since X1Z2
does commute with Y1Y2, μ(X1)μ(Z2) represents the outcome
of a X1Z2 measurement on the initial state, and μ(Z1X2) =
μ(Y1Y2)μ(X1Z2) = μ(Y1Y2)μ(X1)μ(Z2), as claimed.
Let us now verify that Z1X2 ∈ M follows from the
properties established in Lemma 3. First, with property (i)
of Lemma 3, X1 ∈ O implies X1 ∈ M . Then, using property
(ii) with X1 ∈ M , Z2 ∈ O, it follows that X1Z2 ∈ M . Finally,
again with property (ii), since Y1Y2 ∈ O and X1Z2 ∈ M , it
follows that Z1X2 ∈ M .
We note that the above procedure of inferring measurement
outcomes by the physical measurement of noncommuting
observables is reminiscent of the syndrome measurement in
subsystem codes [40,41], with the Bacon-Shor code [42,43]
and topological subsystem codes [44] as prominent examples.
Back to the general scenario, an observable Ta can have its
value inferred, i.e., Ta ∈ M , if there exists a resolution
a = a1 + {a2 + [a3 + · · · (aN−1 + aN ) · · · ]}, (17)
where all ai ∈ VO, and⎡
⎣ai , N∑
j=i+1
aj
⎤
⎦ = 0, ∀i = 1, . . . ,N − 1. (18)
The resolution, Eq. (17), of a represents a measurement
sequence for inferring the value of Ta, starting with the
measurement of a1 and ending with the measurement of aN .
The inferred value is λ(Ta) =
∏N
i=1 λ(Tai ).
Finally, we introduce a generalization of the set M of Pauli
observables whose value can be inferred. Namely, we denote
by C, C ⊂ M , a set of observables whose value can be inferred
jointly in QCSI. For short, we call such a set C a “set of jointly
measurable observables.”
Definition 2. A set C, C ⊂ M , of commuting Pauli observ-
ables is jointly measurable if the outcomes for all observables
in C can be simultaneously inferred from measurement of
observables inO on a single copy of the given quantum state ρ.
The sets C of simultaneously measurable observables will
become important in Sec. V C, where we discuss the relation
between contextuality and negativity of Wigner functions.
Some examples for possible sets C are (i) C = {O}, for
any O ∈ M , (ii) any commuting subset of O, and (iii) C =
{A,B,AB}, for A ∈ M , B ∈ O and [A,B] = 0.
We have the following characterization of the sets C of
simultaneously measurable observables.
Lemma 4. Consider a set C of simultaneously measurable
observables, and Ta,Tb ∈ C. Then, Ta+b = TaTb.
We postpone the proof of Lemma 4 until Sec. V B.
G. Constructing QCSI schemes from γ
Once the phase convention γ for the n-qubit Pauli operators
is given [cf. Eq. (7)], the Wigner function Eq. (8) and the free
sector of the corresponding QCSI scheme satisfying P1 are
fully specified. They are obtained through the following steps:
(1) Construct the Wigner function W via its definition
Eqs. (7) and (8).
(2) Compute the function β defined in Eq. (10) from
the function γ . Construct the set O of directly measurable
observables via Eq. (15).
(3) Construct the group G of free unitary gates via Eq. (5)
and set  of free states via Eq. (6).
In addition, for tomographic completeness (Condition P2)
it needs to be checked that every Pauli observable Ta has a
resolution Eq. (17).
To summarize, in this section we have stated minimal
requirements for any QCSI scheme on qubits and its cor-
responding Wigner function. We have shown that once the
function γ is provided, the free sector of the corresponding
QCSI scheme is fully specified. To reflect this fact in our
notation, we subsequently denote QCSI schemes by (γ,M)
instead of (O,G,,M). Implicit in this notation is that
matching pairs of a QCSI scheme (γ,M) and a Wigner
function Wγ satisfy P1.
IV. EFFICIENT CLASSICAL SIMULATION OF QCSI
FOR NON-NEGATIVE STATES
The purpose of this section is to clarify the role of
Wigner functions for QCSI schemes satisfying Condition
P1. Wigner functions endow the free operations with a
notion of classicality, based on efficient simulability by
sampling. In Secs. IV A and IV B we demonstrate the following
result.
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O1 O2
ρ U1 U2
O1O2
      end of
computation
      end of
computation
=~
FIG. 3. The measurements of observables O ′i are propagated
backwards in time to act on the initial state, by conjugation under
the interspersed unitaries. Since only the measurement statistics is
of interest, the trailing unitaries may be removed from the resulting
circuit.
Theorem 1. For any QCSI scheme (γ,M), if (i) the Wigner
function Wγρin of the initial state ρin can be efficiently sampled
from, and (ii) the phase convention γ (a) can be efficiently
evaluated for all a ∈ VO, then the distribution of measurement
outcomes can be efficiently sampled from.
Wigner functions do the same work as in the qudit case [17].
However, as we show in Sec. IV C, there also are differences.
For example, the free unitary gates may introduce negativity
into the Wigner function at hand, without compromising
efficient classical simulability. The negativity of Wigner
functions is thus no witness of quantumness.
A. Reformulation of the simulation problem
For the purpose of classical simulation, we make an
alternation to the present QCSI scheme, which, however,
does not affect its computational power. Namely, we absorb
the unitary gates in the measurements, such that only state
preparations and measurements remain as free operations.
Here we take the viewpoint that all there is to simulate about
a quantum computation is the joint outcome distribution of
measurements performed in course of the computation. If
the unitaries can be removed without altering the outcome
distribution, then there is certainly no loss in removing them.
But there is a gain: As is made explicit in Sec. IV C, the
simulation algorithm of Sec. IV B can handle free unitaries
g ∈ G that introduce negativity into the Wigner function of
the processed quantum state.
The general procedure is outlined in Fig. 3. Consider a
QCSI circuit which is an alternation of unitary gatesgi(s≺i) and
projective measurements represented by projectors P ′i (s≺i ,si),
C =
tmax∏
i=1
P ′i (s≺i ,si)gi(s≺i), (19)
where the factors in the product are ordered from right
to left. Therein, s is the binary vector of all measurement
outcomes, and s≺i is s restricted to the measurement outcomes
obtained prior to the gate gi . We thus allow unitary gates and
measurements to depend on previously obtained measurement
outcomes. Such conditioning is essential for the working of
QCSI.
Now denote by Gi(s≺i) the unitaries accumulated up to
step i,
Gi(s≺i) =
i∏
j=1
gi(s≺i). (20)
Therein, the ordering of operations is the same as in Eq. (19).
The circuit C of Eq. (19) may then be rewritten as
C =
tmax∏
i=1
P ′i (s≺i ,si)gi(s≺i)
= Gtmax (s)
tmax∏
i=1
Gi(s≺i)†P ′i (s≺i ,si)Gi(s≺i)
∼=
tmax∏
i=1
Gi(s≺i)†P ′i (s≺i ,si)Gi(s≺i).
Thus, if the measured observables in the original sequence of
operations were O ′i(s≺i), the corresponding observables in the
equivalent sequence are
Oi(s≺i) = Gi(s≺i)†O ′i(s≺i)Gi(s≺i). (21)
By Eq. (3), if O ′i(s≺i) ∈ O, then Oi(s≺i) ∈ O. Therefore, a
QCSI scheme with setO of measurable observables and group
G of unitary gates is equivalent to a QCSI scheme with set O
of measurable observables and no unitaries at all.
B. Simulation algorithm
The classical simulation algorithm for the setting of
Theorem 1 is given in Table I.
Any sample u ∈ V from a non-negative Wigner function
has a definite value assignment for all observables in the Pauli
group. Namely, for any a ∈ V , the measurement outcome for
the Pauli observable Ta is
λu(a) = (−1)[a,u]. (22)
The value assignment Eq. (22) is a direct consequence of the
update rule Eq. (14). Namely, in the left-hand side of Eq. (14)
assume that the probability pa(s) for obtaining the outcome
s ∈ {0,1} in a measurement of a Pauli observable Ta on a state
ρ is nonzero. Then, the right-hand side of Eq. (14) implies that
s = [a,u], or, equivalently, λu = (−1)[a,u].
TABLE I. Algorithm 1 for the classical simulation of n-qubit
QCSI with non-negative Wigner function of the initial state.
Algorithm 1
(1) Draw a sample v ∈ V from Wρin , and set v1 := v.
(2) For all the measurements of observables Tai ∈ O comprising the
circuit, starting with the first,
(a) output the result si = [ai ,vi] for the measurement of the
observable Tai ,
(b) flip a fair coin, and update the sample
vi −→ vi+1 =
{
vi, if “heads”
vi + ai , if “tails’ ,
until the measurement sequence is complete.
(3) Repeat until sufficient statistics is gathered.
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For illustration of the state update rule in the above classical
simulation algorithm, consider two measurement sequences
for the state of one qubit, namely (i) repeated measurements
of the Pauli observable Z = ±Ta(Z) and (ii) alternating mea-
surements of the Pauli observablesZ andX = ±Ta(X). Assume
that the sample from the Wigner function of the initial state
is u ∈ V . Regarding (i), according to the classical simulation
algorithm, the ontic states after one or a larger number of
measurements are u or u + a(Z). Either way, the reported
measurement outcome is (−1)[u,a(Z)], since [a(Z),a(Z)] = 0.
For any sample u from the input distribution, the sequence of
measurement outcomes is thus constant, as required. Regard-
ing (ii), since [a(Z),a(X)] = 1, from the second measurement
onwards the outcomes produced by the classical simulation
are completely random and uncorrelated, as required.
Proof of Theorem 1. The theorem follows from the
efficiency and the correctness of the above classical simulation
algorithm.
Efficiency. Both the preprocessing of removing the unitaries
from the circuit and the classical simulation algorithm itself
need to be considered.
(1) Preprocessing. We need to track the evolution of
Pauli observables Ta under conjugation by gates g ∈ G, as
described in Eq. (21). This can be done efficiently within the
stabilizer formalism [25]. However, the stabilizer formalism
uses its own phase convention γ˜ for the Pauli operators, ˜Ta :=
iγ˜ (a)Z(aZ)X(aX), such that γ˜ can be efficiently evaluated.
Suppose g† ˜Tag = i ˜φg (a) ˜Tg(a). Then, g†Tag = iφg(a)Tg(a), with
φg(a) = ˜φg(a) + [γ˜ (ga) − γ˜ (a)] − [γ (ga) − γ (a)].
By assumption, γ can be efficiently evaluated, and hence can
φg , for any g ∈ G.
(2) Classical simulation algorithm. The efficiency of the
above classical simulation algorithm is evident.
Correctness. Assume that the classical simulation algorithm
samples correctly from the Wigner function of the state ρt after
the t th measurement in the sequence. We now show that under
this assumption the above classical simulation algorithm (i)
produces the correct probability distribution for the (t + 1)-
th measurement and (ii) correctly samples from the Wigner
function of the conditional state ρt+1(st+1) after the (t + 1)-th
measurement.
(i) According to the value assignment Eq. (22) of the clas-
sical simulation algorithm, the probability pa(s) for obtaining
the outcome s ∈ {0,1} in the measurement of the observable
Ta on the state ρt is
pa(s) =
∑
u∈V
δ[a,u],sWρt (u).
As is easily verified by direct calculation,
WI+(−1)s Ta
2
(u) = 1
2n
δ[a,u],s . (23)
Combining the last two equations, and using the property
Eq. (9), we find that
pa(s) = 2n
∑
u∈V
WI+(−1)s Ta
2
(u)Wρt (u)
= Tr
(
I + (−1)sTa
2
ρt
)
,
which is the quantum-mechanical expression.
(ii) Consider the Wigner function Wρt for the state ρt after
step t in the expansion Wρt =
∑
u∈V Wρt (u)δu. At time t + 1,
the observable Ta is measured, with outcome s ∈ {0,1}. Then,
from the value assignment Eq. (22), only the phase space
points u ∈ V with s = [u,a] contribute to conditional density
matrix ρt+1(s). Furthermore, per step 2(b) of the classical
simulation algorithm, the update for δ distributions over phase
space is δu → (δu + δu+a)/2. Therefore, the Wigner function
for the (normalized) conditional state ρt+1(s), according to the
classical simulation algorithm, is
pa(s)Wρt+1(s) =
∑
u∈V
δ[a,u],sWρt (u)
δu + δu+a
2
.
Hence, pa(s)Wρt+1(s)(v) = δ[a,v],s Wρt (v)+Wρt (v+a)2 , which is the
quantum-mechanical expression Eq. (14).
By assumption of Theorem 1, the Wigner function of the
initial state ρin = ρ0 is correctly sampled from. Thus, with the
above statements (i) and (ii), it follows by induction that all
sequences of measurement outcomes occur with the correct
probabilities. 
C. Discussion
A notable property of the above simulation method is that,
for any Wigner function employed therein, covariance and
preservation of positivity under the group G of free gates
are not required. This is a consequence of the reformulation
of QCSI in Sec. IV A, where the free unitary gates were
eliminated. It is in sharp contrast to the previously considered
cases of qudits [15,17] and rebits [16], where covariance
and preservation of positivity under G were critical for the
classical simulation by sampling. These points, and the roles
remaining for covariance and positivity preservation in the
present simulation method, are discussed below.
1. Covariance
As an example, consider a quantum circuit for a single qubit
consisting of a Hadamard gate followed by a measurement
of the Pauli observable Z. Given is a source that samples
from the non-negative Wigner function of the initial state ρin,
and the task is to sample from the output distribution of the
measurement.
A classical simulation method based on Wigner function
covariance would, in the first step, convert the source that
samples from Wρin into a source that samples from WHρinH † ,
using covariance. In the second step, it would, for each sample
u drawn from WHρinH † , output the value (−1)[a(Z),u], with a(Z)
such that Ta(Z) = Z; cf. Eq. (22). But there is a problem.
Lemma 5. For any number n of qubits, no Wigner function
of the type defined in Eqs. (7) and (8) is covariant under a
Hadamard gate on a single qubit.
The first step of the above procedure cannot be performed.
Proof of Lemma 5. We only discuss n = 1; the gener-
alization to other n is straightforward. Consider the phase
point operator A0 = (I + iγxX + iγy Y + iγzZ)/2. For W to be
covariant under H , we require that H †A0H = Au, for some u.
Now consider the sum of signs η = γx + γy + γz mod 4, and
how it transforms under H . Since H †XH = Z, H †YH = −Y ,
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and H †ZH = X, it follows that η −→ η′ = η + 2 mod 4.
However, under the transformationA0 −→ Au = T †u A0Tu, the
signs of an even number of {X,Y,Z} are flipped, and hence η
remains unchanged mod 4. Thus H †A0H = Au for any u, for
any γ . 
2. Preservation of positivity
As an example, consider a quantum circuit for two qubits
consisting of a Hadamard gate H1 on the first qubit followed
by a measurement of the Pauli observable Z1. Assume the
initial state ρin is the completely mixed state, for which each
Wigner function of the type Eq. (8) is positive and can be
efficiently sampled from. The task is to sample from the output
distribution of the measurement.
Again, a classical simulation method based on the preser-
vation of Wigner function positivity under free unitaries again
runs into a problem.
Lemma 6. Forn  2, for no Wigner function of type Eq. (8)
positivity is preserved for all states under a Hadamard gate on
a single qubit.
Proof of Lemma 6. Consider a real stabilizer state ρ
of two qubits, ρ = (I + Ta + Tb + TaTb)/4, and w.l.o.g the
Hadamard gate H1 on the first qubit. As a consequence of
Lemma 1, Wρ  0 if and only if β(a,b) = 0. Likewise, for the
transformed state, W
H1ρH
†
1
 0 if and only if β(H1a,H1b) = 0.
Now consider the Peres-Mermin square. There are six contexts,
i.e., sets of commuting Pauli observables such that within each
set the observables multiply to the identity times ±1. Whatever
the phase convention γ for the nine Pauli operators in the
square, there is always an odd number of contexts for which β
mod 4 = 2. Namely, for the standard phase convention, there
is one such context. If the sign of any of the Pauli observables
is flipped, then β −→ β + 2 mod 4 in the corresponding
horizontal and vertical context. Hence the number of contexts
with β mod 4 = 2 remains odd.
The action of H1 subdivides the set of the six contexts into
three orbits of size 2. Since the number of nonzero values
of β is odd, there must be at least one orbit in which one
β has the value 0 and the other has the value 2. Within this
orbit, choose a,b such that β(a,b) = 0. Hence, β(H1a,H1b) =
2. Thus, positivity is not preserved under H1, for any phase
convention γ . 
On the other hand, the simulation method of Sec. IV A
has no problem with the above example circuit. Namely,
there are Wigner functions of the type Eq. (8) for which the
Hadamard gate on a single (the first) qubit is in the group of
free gates, H1 ∈ G, and Z1 is in the set of directly measurable
observables, Z1 ∈ O. An example for such a Wigner function
is given in Sec. VI.
We observe that the negativity which can be introduced
into a Wigner function by the free unitary gates G is of a
very special kind. Namely, it can be lifted by redefinition of
the Wigner function according toAv → A′v = gAvg†, ∀v ∈ V ,
for some g ∈ G.
To summarize, while in the present framework the free
measurements are required to preserve positivity of the Wigner
function, no such constraint needs to be imposed on the free
unitaries. The amount of negativity introduced into the Wigner
functions by the free unitaries can be large, as measured by
sum negativity [45]. However, it is always of a special kind. In
this sense, our observation complements the recent finding [46]
that a small amount of sum negativity—of any kind—does not
compromise the efficiency of a suitable classical simulation
algorithm.
V. CONTEXTUALITY
In this section, we establish contextuality of magic states as
a computational resource, for qubit QCSI schemes satisfying
Condition P1. We also clarify how contextuality and Wigner
function negativity are related and state our most general
classical simulation algorithm for qubit QCSI.
A. Noncontextual hidden variable models
Recall that O is the set of Pauli observables which can be
directly measured in QCSI, M is the set of observables which
can have their value inferred by measurement of observables
in O, and any C ⊂ M is a set of Pauli observables which can
have their value inferred jointly, from a single copy of the
given quantum state.
Definition 3. Consider a quantum state ρ and a set O
of observables grouping into contexts C of simultaneously
measurable observables. A noncontextual hidden variable
model (S,qρ,) consists of a probability distribution qρ over
a set S of internal states and a set  = {λν}ν∈S of value
assignment functions λν : O → R that meet the following
criteria:
(i) Each λν ∈  is consistent with quantum mechanics:
For any set C of jointly measurable observables there exists a
quantum state |ψ〉 such that
A|ψ〉 = λν(A)|ψ〉, ∀A ∈ C. (24)
(ii) The distribution qρ satisfies
tr(Aρ) =
∑
ν∈S
λν(A)qρ(ν), ∀A ∈ M. (25)
We say that a quantum state ρ is contextual if no
noncontextual HVM according to Definition 3 exists that
correctly reproduces the probability distributions pC,ρ(sC) of
measurement outcomes for all sets C of jointly measurable
observables.
The states |ψ〉 in Eq. (24) of Definition 3 are auxiliary. Their
purpose is to ensure that the value assignments λν correspond
to compatible eigenvalues. As a direct consequence of Eq. (24),
the noncontextual value assignments λν ∈  must all satisfy a
set of compatibility constraints.
Lemma 7. For any triple A,B,AB ∈ M of simultaneously
measurable observables and any internal state ν ∈ S of an
NCHVM (S,qρ,) it holds that
λν(AB) = λν(A)λν(B). (26)
Returning to Definition 3, it may a priori seem that the
condition (ii) is not sufficiently stringent and that one should
rather require all outcome distributions for sets C of jointly
measurable observables to be correctly reproduced by the
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hidden variable model. That is,
pC,ρ(sC) =
∑
ν∈S
p(sC |ν)qρ(ν). (27)
Therein, pC,ρ is the probability distribution for the measure-
ment outcomes sC of the set C of simultaneously measurable
observables given the quantum state ρ, and p(sC |ν) is the
conditional probability for the measurement outcomes sC
given the HVM internal state ν. However, Eq. (27) is implied
by Eq. (25).
Lemma 8. An ncHVM according to Definition 3 that
correctly reproduces all expectation values of observables
A ∈ M via Eq. (25) also correctly reproduces the outcome
probability distributions Eq. (27) for all sets C ⊂ M of jointly
measurable observables.
Proof of Lemma 8. Assume the observables in C are
algebraically independent, i.e., there are no nontrivial product
relations among them, and denote by span(C) the set of all
products of observables in C.
Quantum mechanically, pC,ρ(sC) = Tr(EC(sC)ρ), where
the effect EC(sC) is
EC(sC) :=
∏
A∈C
I + (−1)s(A)A
2
= 1
2|C|
∑
B∈span(C)
(−1)s(B)B.
Therein, in the last line we have used that the measured
eigenvalues (1)s(B) satisfy the same consistency relation
Eq. (26) as the noncontextual value assignments. Then,
pC,ρ(sC) = 12|C|
∑
B∈span(C)
(−1)s(B)Tr(Bρ)
= 1
2|C|
∑
B∈span(C)
(−1)s(B)
∑
ν∈S
λν(B)qρ(ν)
= 1
2|C|
∑
ν∈S
qρ(ν)
∑
B∈span(C)
(−1)s(B)λν(B)
=
∑
ν∈S
qρ(ν)δ(−1)sC ,λν |C
=
∑
ν∈S
qρ(ν)p(sC |ν).
In the last line above, we have used the fact that the value
assignments λ are deterministic and that the conditional
probabilities p(sC |ν) are thus δ functions. 
B. The absence of state-independent contextuality
Consider the value assignment
λ(Ta) = 1, ∀a ∈ VM. (28)
First, by Eq. (12), for any three commuting and directly
measurable observables Ta,Tb,Ta+b ∈ O we have Ta+b =
+TaTb. Thus, the above value assignment is compatible with
all available direct measurements.
Second, the value of any observable Ta+b ∈ M\O is
inferred by measuring a suitable observable Ta ∈ O for which
[Ta+b,Ta] = 0, and then running a procedure to infer the value
of Tb. With Eq. (12), for all such observables Ta it holds that
Ta+b = +TaTb, and the assignment Eq. (28) is thus consistent.
While the Peres-Mermin square and its cousins are present,
the operational restriction enforced by condition Eq. (12)
prevents obstructions to the assignment Eq. (28) from being
established as experimental facts. Hence at least one consistent
assignment exists, and there is no state-independent contextu-
ality in this setting.
We are now in the position to prove Lemma 4 of Sec. III E.
Proof of Lemma 4. If there is a set C with Ta,Tb ∈ C such
then Ta+b = −TaTb then the value assignment λ(Ta) = 1, ∀a ∈
V , is inconsistent. Contradiction. 
Remark. In the companion paper [35], Condition P1 is
replaced by the requirement that the set M of observables
with inferable values is free of state-independent contextuality,
given the set O of directly measurable observables. With the
above, we find that all such QCSI schemes are included in
the present classification. The converse also holds: For every
qubit QCSI scheme in which the set M of observables is free
of state-independent contextuality, there is a Wigner function
Wγ such that Condition P1 holds.
This can be seen as follows. If M is free of state-
independent contextuality given the set O of directly mea-
surable observables, then there exists at least one consistent
value assignment λ : VM −→ {±1}. We may now rephase the
inferable observables, Ta → T ′a = λ(a)−1Ta, for all a ∈ VM ,
such that the new observables {T ′a,a ∈ VM} have a consistent
value assignment λ′ ≡ 1. This means that for all T ′a ∈ O,
T ′b,T
′
a+b ∈ M with [a,b] = 0 it holds that T ′a+b = +T ′aT ′b. With
Eq. (10) it thus follows that β ′(a,b) = 0 for all a ∈ VO, b ∈ VM
with [a,b] = 0. Thus, with Lemma 1, the measurement of any
observable ±T ′a does not introduce negativity into the Wigner
function defined by A0 = 1/2n
∑
a∈V T
′
a .
C. Contextuality implies Wigner negativity
In accordance with existing results [15,22], also for the
present setting of QCSI on qubits it holds that a non-
negative Wigner function always implies the viability of a
noncontextual hidden variable model.
Theorem 2. Consider a quantum state ρ with Wigner
functionWγρ given by Eq. (8). IfWγρ  0 then the measurement
of all Pauli observables Ta ∈ O can be described by a
noncontextual hidden variable model.
Proof of Theorem 2. The Wigner function itself constitutes
a noncontextual HVM, with set of internal states S = V ,
probability distribution qρ(u) = Wρ(u) over the internal states,
and the conditional probabilities p(sC |u) given by the Wigner
functions of the effects.
Using Eq. (9), the probability pC(sC) for measuring the
context C and obtaining the set sC of measurement outcomes
is
pC(sC) = Tr(ρEC(sC)) =
∑
u∈V
Wρ(u)[2nWEC (sC )(u)]. (29)
If Wρ  0, then Wρ may be regarded as a probability
distribution over the space V of internal states of a hidden
variable model. If furthermore 0  2nWEC (sC )(u)  1 for all
u ∈ V , then we may regard 2nWEC (sC ) =: p(sC |u) as the
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conditional probability for obtaining the outcome sC in the
measurement of the observables in C, given the HVM internal
state u ∈ V . Then, Eq. (29) is Bayes’s rule for computing the
probability pC(sC).
It remains to check that the conditional probabilities
p(sC |u) assigned by the Wigner functions of the effects EC(sC)
are compatible with Definition 3 of an ncHVM.
Item (i) of Definition 3. Consider contexts with a single
observable Ta. A definite value assignment for all internal
states u ∈ V has already been established in Eq. (22). It
corresponds to
pa(s|ν) = 2nWEa(s)(u) = δs,[a,u]. (30)
The conditional probabilities pa(s|ν) thus have values in the
required range 0 . . . 1.
Consistency of the value assignments. Equation (22) yields
λu(Ta+b) = λu(Ta)λu(Tb), for all a,b ∈ V . By Lemma 4, if
{Ta,Tb} form a jointly measurable set, then Ta+b = TaTb.
Hence, λu(TaTb) = λu(Ta)λu(Tb) for such pairs a,b ∈ V , as
required by Lemma 7. Therefore, for all contextsC, the observ-
ables Ta ∈ C have a joint eigenstate |ψ0〉 with Ta|ψ0(C)〉 =
+|ψ0(C)〉, and thus, the state |ψu(C)〉 := Tu|ψ0(C)〉 has
eigenvalues (−1)[a,u] for the observbles Ta ∈ C. The condition
Eq. (24) is thus satisfied for the value assignment Eq. (22).
Item (ii) of Definition 3. Since all observables Ta ∈ M only
have eigenvalues ±1,
Tr(Taρ) = Tr([Ea(0) − Ea(1)]ρ)
= 2n
∑
u∈V
Wρ(u)
(
WEa(0) − WEa(1)
)
=
∑
u∈V
Wρ(u)(δ0,[a,u] − δ1,[a,u])
=
∑
u∈V
Wρ(u)(−1)[a,u]
=
∑
u∈V
qρ(u)λu(a).
Above, the second line follows by Eq. (9), the third by Eq. (30),
and the fifth by Eq. (22). 
The converse of Theorem 2 does not hold: There are
quantum states with a noncontextual HVM description for
which all considered Wigner functions are negative. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4 for the example of a single qubit, where
all physically allowed states have an HVM description [1].
The one-qubit states are all of the form ρ = (I + rσ )/2, and
the physical such states are constrained by |r|  1. The set of
states describable in terms of a noncontextual HVM is a cube,
|rx |,|ry |,|rz|  1, containing all physical states. The eight
extremal states i of this cube have definite value assignments
λi(X),λi(Y ),λi(Z) = ±1 for the observables X, Y , Z.
Up to equivalence under translation, there are two one-
qubit Wigner functions of type Eq. (8), namely the Wigner
function W defined by the phase point operator at the origin
A0 = (I + X + Z + Y )/2, and the Wigner functionW defined
by A0 = HA0H † = (I + X + Z − Y )/2. The phase space for
these Wigner functions is Z2 × Z2, and W , W thus have four
extremal states each. If these extremal states are combined,
the extremal states of the noncontextual HVM are recovered.
rx
ry
rz
(1,1,1)
(-1,-1,-1)
(1,1,-1)
(-1,-1,1)
(-1,1,1)
W
W
BS
FIG. 4. State space for the one-qubit states ρ = (I + rσ )/2. The
physical states lie within or on the Bloch sphere (BS). The two
tetrahedra contain the states positively represented by the Wigner
functions W and W , respectively. The state space describable by a
noncontextual HVM is a cube with corners (±1,±1,±1); also see
Ref. [47]. It contains the Bloch ball.
Each Wigner function by itself has only half of the extremal
states of the HVM, and the set of positively represented states
is thus smaller. Furthermore, there are physical states which
are negatively represented by both W and W ; see Fig. 4.
Contextuality and negativity of the Wigner functions Eq. (8)
are thus not the same.
Remark. While there are physical one-qubit quantum states
which are negatively represented by both W and W , every state
ρ = (I + rσ )/2, with |rx |,|ry |,|rz|  1, can be described by
an ensemble
E(ρ) = {(p1,ρ1),(p2,ρ2)},
such that Wρ1  0 and Wρ2  0. A generalization of this fact
to n-qubit systems will be of relevance in Sec. V D.
D. Contextuality as a resource
Theorem 3. For any QCSI scheme (γ,M), if the input
magic stateρin can be described by a noncontextual HVM, then
the quantum state ρt (s≺t ) at time t , conditioned on the prior
measurement record s≺t , can be described by a noncontextual
HVM, for any t and any s.
Before we give the proof of Theorem 3, we need to set
up some more notation. We observe that the state space of
a general noncontextual HVM is larger than the state space
of an HVM deriving from a non-negative Wigner function;
see the discussion of a single qubit in Sec. V C, Fig. 4. The
enlarged state space S = {ν} is finite, yet maximal in the sense
that for every value assignment λ(·) satisfying the consistency
conditions Eq. (26), there is a corresponding internal state
ν ∈ S such that λν(·) ≡ λ(·).
We choose to have this state space S acted upon by the
group V , dividing S into orbits. Namely, given an element
ν ∈ S specified by the value assignment λν : V −→ {±1},
there is another internal state ν + u, defined through the value
assignment
λν+u(a) = λν(a)(−1)[u,a], ∀a ∈ V, (31)
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for all u ∈ V . In Eq. (31), we have set λν(a) := λν(Ta) for
notational simplicity. It is easily seen that ν ∈ S ⇔ ν + u ∈ S,
for all u ∈ V . The condition to check is the consistency of
the value assignment in item (ii) of Definition 3. Equation
(26) is preserved under the change λν(a) → λν(a)(−1)[u,a],
for any u ∈ V . The group action of V on S defined through
Eq. (31) labels the elements of S in a fashion convenient for
the subsequent discussion.
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof of Theorem 3 is by induction.
We assume that there exists an HVM with probability
distribution qt,s≺t which describes the quantum state ρt (s≺t ),
conditioned on the previous measurement record s≺t . We
then show that there is an HVM with probability distribution
qt+1,s≺t+1 which describes the quantum state ρt+1(s≺t+1).
To establish this result, we need the relation between
qt+1,s≺t+1 and its precursor qt,s≺t . Denoting the observable
measured in the t th time step of the computation by Tat ∈ O
and the corresponding measurement outcome by st ∈ Z2, the
required relation is
qt+1,s≺t+1 (ν) =
δ(−1)st ,λν (at )
pt (st |s≺t )
qt,s≺t (ν) + qt,s≺t (ν + at )
2
, (32a)
pt (st |s≺t ) =
∑
ν∈S
δ(−1)st ,λν (at )qt,s≺t (ν). (32b)
Therein, pt (st |s≺t ) is the HVM prediction for the probability
of obtaining the outcome st in the measurement of Tat , given a
prior measurement record s≺t . Equation (32) will be justified
a posteriori. Namely, with these assignments, the induction
argument works out.
With Eq. (25) in Definition 3, the induction assumption is
〈Ta〉ρt = 〈Ta〉qt , ∀a ∈ V.
Therein, we have suppressed the dependence on the measure-
ment record, to simplify the notation. We need to show that
〈Ta〉ρt+1 = 〈Ta〉qt+1 , ∀a ∈ V,
and that pt (st |s≺t ) = pt (st |s≺t ), with pt (st |s≺t ) the quantum
mechanical value for the probability of the outcome st given
the prior measurement record s≺t .
First, regarding the probability of finding st ,
pt (st |s≺t ) =
∑
ν∈S
1 + (−1)st λν(at )
2
qt,s≺t (ν)
= 1
2
∑
ν∈S
qt,s≺t (ν) +
(−1)st
2
∑
ν∈S
qt,s≺t (ν)λν(at )
=
〈I 〉ρt (s≺t ) + (−1)st
〈
Tat
〉
ρt (s≺t )
2
= Tr
(
ρt (s≺t )I + (−1)
st Tat
2
)
= pt (st |s≺t ).
We thus reproduce the quantum mechanical expression within
the HVM. Above, in transitioning from the second to the third
line, we have invoked the induction assumption.
Second, regarding the expectation values of the Ta on
ρt+1(s≺t+1), the HVM prediction is
〈Ta〉qt+1 =
∑
ν∈S
qt+1,s≺t+1 (ν)λν(a)
=
∑
ν∈S
1 + (−1)st λν(at )
4pt (st |s≺t ) qt,s≺t (ν)λν(a)
+
∑
ν∈S
1+(−1)st λν(at )
4pt (st |s≺t ) qt,s≺t (ν+at )λν(a).
Reordering the sum via the substitution ν + at → ν, and using
Eq. (31), the second term in the last line equals∑
ν∈S
1+(−1)st λν(at )
4pt (st |s≺t ) qt,s≺t (ν)λν(a)(−1)
[a,at ].
We now distinguish between the case where Ta,Tat commute
and where they do not.
Case (i). [a,at ] = 1. Then, 〈Ta〉qt+1 = 0, which is the correct
quantum mechanical expression.
Case (ii). [a,at ] = 0. Then, the expression for 〈Ta〉qt+1
simplifies to
〈Ta〉qt+1 =
∑
ν∈S
1 + (−1)st λν(at )
2pt (st |s≺t ) qt,s≺t (ν)λν(a)
= 1
2pt (st |s≺t )
∑
ν∈S
qt,s≺t (ν)λν(a)
+ (−1)
st
2pt (st |s≺t )
∑
ν∈S
qt,s≺t (ν)λν(a + at ).
Here we have used the relation λν(a + at ) = λν(at )λν(a),
which arises as follows. Since Tat ∈ O, Ta ∈ M , and
[Tat ,Ta] = 0 by the case assumption, {Tat ,Ta} is a jointly
measurable set of observables; cf. example (iii) after Def. 2.
(The procedure is to measure Tat ∈ O first, and then run
the measurement sequence for Ta ∈ M .) Thus, by property
(ii) of Definition 3 for noncontextual HVMs, λν(Tat Ta) =
λν(Tat )λν(Ta). Finally, with Lemma 1, Tat Ta = Ta+at , which
yields the stated relation.
Next we use the induction assumption and obtain
〈Ta〉qt+1 =
1
2pt (st |s≺t )
(〈Ta〉ρt (−1)st + 〈Ta+at 〉ρt )
= 1
pt (st |s≺t )Tr
(
ρt
I + (−1)st Tat
2
Ta
)
= Tr
([ I+(−1)st Tat
2 ρt
I+(−1)st Tat
2
]
Ta
)
pt (st |s≺t )
= 〈Ta〉ρt+1 .
We thus reproduce the quantum mechanical expression within
the HVM. This completes the induction step.
The induction starts at time t = 1, where ρ1 = ρin has
an HVM description, by assumption of Theorem 3. Thus,
by induction, for every time t  1 and every history s≺t of
measurement outcomes, the conditional state ρt (s≺t ) has a
description in terms of a noncontextual HVM. 
Corollary 1. For any QCSI scheme (γ,M), if the input
magic state ρin can be described by a noncontextual HVM,
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then for the measurement of any sequence of observables
{Tat ,t = 1..tmax} ⊂ O, the probability distribution p(s) =
p(s1,s2, . . . ,stmax ) of outcomes is fixed by the HVM for ρin.
The Tat may be mutually noncommuting and dependent on
previous measurement outcomes.
Proof of Corollary 1. By Bayes’ rule, the joint probability
of the outcomes s can be written as
p(s) =
tmax∏
t=1
pt (st |s≺t ).
By Theorem 3, the conditional probabilities pt (st |s≺t ) =
pt (st |s≺t ) are all correctly obtained from the probability
distributions qt,s≺t ; cf. Eq. (32b). The distributions qt,s≺t , for
t = 2, . . . ,tmax, in turn follow from the distribution q1,s≺1=∅
(describing ρin at t = 1), by Eq. (32a). Thus, p(s) is fully
specified by the probability distribution q1,s≺1=∅ over the state
space S of the HVM. 
We now discuss the implications of Theorem 3 with regards
to universality of quantum computation. We want to capture
in our analysis the case where a QCSI scheme running on n
qubits is universal only on a subspace supporting k encoded
qubits. (This does of course include the unencoded case, where
every logical qubit is represented by one physical qubit.) We
use the following notion of computational universality.
Definition 4. We say that a QCSI scheme is encoded
universal if the following operations can be performed.
U1 Encoded inputs. Prepare a set of encoded orthonormal
input states E(|x〉), x ∈ {0,1}k up to an arbitrarily small error
, where E : C2k −→ C2n is an isometry of k logical qubits
into n physical qubits.
U2 Encoded gates. For any V ∈ SU(C2k ) and any encoded
input state E(|φ〉) prepare the encoded output state E(V |φ〉),
up to an arbitrarily small error .
U3 Encoded outputs. Measure the value of any logical
observable E(Xi), i.e., {E(Xi), i = 1,..,k} ⊂ O.
Requirement U3 means that it is possible to physically
measure any logical qubit in the standard basis.
We then have the following result:
Theorem 4. A QCSI scheme (γ,M) on k  3 (possibly
encoded) qubits satisfying U1–U3 is universal only if its magic
states are contextual.
The full proof of Theorem 4 is given in Appendix. Here we
prove Theorem 4 under the simplifying assumption that every
encoded qubit can be measured in two complementary bases
rather than one basis. That is, U3 is replaced by
U3′{E(Xi),E(Yi), i = 1, . . . ,k} ⊂ O.
While more stringent than U3, the condition U3′ is not
unreasonable. It grants the measurement device the power to
measure two complementary observables for each encoded
qubit, and thus to be genuinely quantum. However, the main
reason for invoking U3′ is that it removes a substantial amount
of technical complication from the proof, while preserving its
general structure.
Proof of Theorem 4 under U3′. We consider a QCSI
where the available initial (magic) states all have an ncHVM
description.
Now assume that the QCSI scheme is universal for quantum
computation. Then, it must be possible to create an encoded
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state E(|GHZ〉), with
|GHZ〉 = (|000〉 + |111〉)/√2, on a subset of the qubits from
an initial state E(|0〉⊗n). Now consider the expectation value
W = 〈E(X1X2X3) − E(X1Y2Y3) − E(Y1X2Y3) − E(Y1Y2X3)〉.
W is a contextuality witness derived from Mermin’s star
[3]. Since the observables E(Xi), i = 1, . . . ,3, are directly
measurable by assumption U3′, their product E(X1X2X3) is
inferable, and for any internal state ν of the ncHVM it holds
that
λν(E(X1X2X3)) =
3∏
i=1
λν(E(Xi)).
The same holds for the other three measurement
contexts (E(X1),E(Y2),E(Y3)), (E(Y1),E(X2),E(Y3)), and
(E(Y1),E(Y2),E(X3)). Since for all ncHVM states ν,
λν(E(Xi)),λν(E(Xi)) = ±1, for all states ρ describable by an
ncHVM it holds thatWρ  2, which is the Mermin inequality
[7]. W|GHZ〉 = 4, and the encoded state E(|GHZ〉) is thus
contextual. With Theorem 3, it cannot be prepared by the given
QCSI with a nonzero probability of success: contradiction.
The indirect assumption is thus wrong. Hence, if the initial
(magic) states are noncontextual, the resulting QCSI scheme
is not universal. 
Remark. The same conclusion holds when an error  is
allowed in the quantum computation, due to the finite gap
between of 2 between W|GHZ〉 = 4 and WρHVM  2.
E. Generalized simulation algorithm
Theorem 5. For any QCSI scheme (γ,M), if (i) the input
magic state ρin can be described by a noncontextual HVM with
state space S and value assignments λν : V −→ {±1}, for all
ν ∈ S, (ii) this HVM can be efficiently sampled from, and
(iii) the value assignments λν(a) and the phase convention γ (a)
can be efficiently evaluated for all a ∈ VO, then any resulting
QCSI can be efficiently classically simulated.
Theorem 5 is proved constructively, i.e., by providing a
classical simulation algorithm. This algorithm is given in
Table II. It is an almost exact copy of the simulation algorithm
TABLE II. Algorithm 2 for the classical simulation of n-qubit
QCSI with an ncHVM for the initial state. Addition on the HVM
state labels ν in Eq. (33) is defined through Eq. (31).
Algorithm 2
(1) Draw a sample ν ∈ S from the probability distribution q1,s≺1=∅
describing ρin in the HVM, and set ν1 := ν.
(2) For all the measurements of observables Tat ∈ O comprising
the circuit, starting with the first,
(a) output the measurement outcome λνt (at ) ∈ {±1} for the
observable Tai ,
(b) flip a fair coin, and update the sample
νt −→ νt+1 =
{
νt , if “heads”
νt + at , if “tails’ , (33)
until the measurement sequence is complete.
(3) Repeat until sufficient statistics is gathered.
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encountered in Sec. IV B, and we comment on the resemblance
in Sec. V F.
Before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 5, we briefly dis-
cuss what sampling from conditional probability distributions
means for the above algorithm. For any sample ν drawn in step
1, while looping through step 2, a measurement record s is built
up. In every iteration t of step 2, the updated sample νt may be
regarded as being drawn from a probability distribution q˜t,s≺t ,
conditioned on the previous measurement record s≺t . So the
above simulation algorithm definitely samples. The question is
whether it samples from the correct distributions, i.e., whether
q˜t,s≺t = qt,s≺t , for all t = 1, . . . ,tmax and for all s.
Proof of Theorem 5. The proof proceeds by demonstrating
the correctness and efficiency of the above classical simulation
algorithm.
Correctness. We first show that for each time t and mea-
surement record s≺t , the above classical simulation algorithm
(i) produces the correct quantum mechanical conditional
probability pt (st |s≺t ) of obtaining the outcome st in the
measurement of the observable Tat ∈ O, and (ii) samples from
the correct conditional probability distribution qt,s≺t of the
HVM, which is given by Eq. (32).
The proof is by induction. We assume that at time t ,
the classical simulation algorithm samples from the correct
distribution qt,s≺t .
Regarding (i): Denote the conditional probabilities pro-
duced by the simulation algorithm as p˜t (st |s≺t ). A state
ν ∈ S contributes its probability weight qt,s≺t (ν) to p˜t (0|s≺t )
or p˜t (1|s≺t ) if λν(Tat ) = +1 or λν(Tat ) = −1, respectively.
Therefore,
p˜t (st |s≺t ) =
∑
ν∈S
δλν (Tat ),(−1)st qt,s≺t (ν) = pt (st |s≺t ).
The second equality follows by comparison with Eq. (32b).
Furthermore, pt (st |s≺t ) = pt (st |s≺t ) was already demon-
strated in the proof of Theorem 3. Thus, p˜t (st |s≺t ) =
pt (st |s≺t ), as required.
Re (ii): Through the value assignment in step 2(a), an
internal state νt ∈ S contributes to
q˜t+1,(s≺t ,st=0), if λνt (at ) = +1,
q˜t+1,(s≺t ,st=1), if λνt (at ) = −1.
The updated rule for step 2(a) is thus
qt,s≺t (τ )
st−→ q ′t+1,s≺t+1 (τ ) = qt,s≺t (τ )
δλτ (at ),(−1)st
pt (st |s≺t ) ,
for all τ ∈ S, and pt (st |s≺t ) appears for normalization.
In step 2(b), with Eq. (33), the updated rule is
q ′t+1,s≺t+1 −→ q˜t+1,s≺t+1 = q ′t+1,s≺t+1 ∗
δ0 + δat
2
,
where the asterisk (∗) stands for convolution. Using Eq. (31),
the resulting expression for q˜t+1,s≺t+1 (ν) matches the expres-
sion in Eq. (32a), i.e., q˜t+1,s≺t+1 (ν) = qt+1,s≺t+1 (ν), as required.
This completes the induction step.
The induction assumption is satisfied for t = 1, by the
first assumption of Theorem 5. Thus, by induction, the
above algorithm samples from the correct conditional outcome
probabilities p(st |s≺t ) for measurement outcomes st and from
 HVM
 sampler
 sampler
W γ1ρ1
 sampler  sampler
W γ3ρ3W
γ2ρ2
p1 p2 p3
FIG. 5. Relation between Algorithms 1 and 2. Sampling from
the probability distribution underlying a noncontextual HVM may be
viewed as a two-stage process. Stage 1: Sampling from a probability
distribution {pi} over Wigner functions, Stage 2: Sampling from the
phase space with respect to the Wigner function chosen in the first
stage.
the correct HVM distributions qt,s≺t describing ρt (s≺t ), for all
times t and all outcome histories s.
Efficiency. The classical preprocessing of removing the
unitaries g ∈ G from the circuit is efficient if the function
γ : V −→ Z4 can be efficiently computed, which holds by
assumption. See the proof of Theorem 1.
Regarding the simulation algorithm itself, the critical step is
2(a), the evaluation of the function λν on some a ∈ V . Again,
the efficiency of this function evaluation is guaranteed by the
assumption of the theorem. 
F. Relation between Algorithms 1 and 2
Algorithms 1 and 2 are very similar. They only differ in the
sampling source they have access to. In this section, we explain
that Algorithm 2 can be understood as a master algorithm
calling Algorithm 1 as a subroutine; see Fig. 5. This illustrates
that an ncHVM for a set of magic states can be viewed as a
probabilistic mixture of non-negative Wigner functions.
By Theorem 2, the sampling source for Algorithm 2,
based on noncontextual HVMs, is at least as powerful as
the sampling source for Algorithm 1, based on non-negative
Wigner functions. By the 1-qubit example of Sec. V C, the
former source is indeed more powerful. The root of the
connection between the two algorithms is that if the initial
quantum state ρin can be described by a noncontextual HVM,
then it can be represented by an ensemble
Eρin = {(pi,ρi)},
such that there are Wigner functions Wγi for which (i) Wγiρi 
0, ∀i, and (ii) the measurement of observables from the set O
preserves positivity of the Wγi , ∀i.
Therefore, Algorithm 2 can be simulated by a master algo-
rithm that merely draws samples ν ∈ S from the noncontextual
HVM, and then employs Algorithm 1 as a subroutine for
dealing with the samples. This interpretation of Algorithm
2 is developed below.
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The state space S of the HVM can be partitioned into orbits
[ν] of V ,
[ν] = {ν + u,u ∈ V } ∈ S/V .
Then there exists a special orbit [0] ∈ S/V defined by
the property that there is a τ[0] ∈ [0] for which the value
assignment is constant, λτ[0] (·) ≡ 1. With Eq. (31) it then
follows that
λτ[0]+u(a) = (−1)[u,a], ∀a ∈ V.
Comparing with Eq. (22), we find that the above value
assignment λτ[0]+u(a) agrees with the value assignment made
by a positive Wigner function Eq. (8) considered as an HVM,
if we identify, for all u ∈ V ,
(τ[0] + u) ∈ [0] ←→ u ∈ V.
This motivates the definition of a quantum state ρ[0] associated
with the orbit [0], via
Wρ[0] (u) :=
q(τ[0] + u)
p[0]
, ∀u ∈ V, (34)
where p[0] =
∑
u∈V q(τ[0] + u) to ensure proper normaliza-
tion. The state ρ[0](u) is not required to be a valid quantum
state, i.e., to be positive semidefinite. The only requirement is a
non-negative Wigner function, which is satisfied by definition.
The fact that classical sampling algorithms can handle states
which have a positive Wigner function but are not proper
quantum states is familiar from the qudit case [17].
In analogy with Eq. (34), we will now define states ρ[ν] for
all orbits [ν] ∈ S/V . The state ρ[0] and its cousins will then
be used in the interpretation of Algorithm 2.
For any [ν] ∈ S/V , pick a τ[ν] ∈ [ν] and define
T
γ[ν]
a := λ−1τ[ν] (a)Ta, ∀a ∈ V, (35)
where on the right-hand side Ta = T γa , as defined in Eq. (7).
Denoting λτ[ν] (a) = (−1)s[ν](a), for all a ∈ V , we thus have the
relation
γ[ν] ≡ γ + 2s[ν] mod 4. (36)
From the above definition of T γ[ν]a , λτ[ν](T γ[ν]a ) = 1, for all
a ∈ V . We can thus reproduce for any orbit [ν] the previous
argument for [0]. First, with Eq. (31),
λτ[ν]+u
(
T
γ[ν]
a
) = (−1)[a,u], ∀a,u ∈ V. (37)
Again by comparison with Eq. (22), the value assignments
by the HVM and by the Wigner function Wγ[ν] match if we
identify, for all u ∈ V ,
(τ[ν] + u) ∈ [ν] ←→ u ∈ V. (38)
A state ρ[ν] associated with any orbit [ν] ∈ S/V can now be
defined, via
Wγ[ν]ρ[ν] (u) :=
q(τ[ν] + u)
p[ν]
, ∀u ∈ V. (39)
Therein, p[ν] =
∑
u∈V q(τ[ν] + u). As before with ρ[0](u), the
state ρ[ν](u) is not required to be positive semidefinite.
Remarks. (i) For each [ν] ∈ S/V , the choice of the
representative τ[ν] in Eq. (39) is arbitrary. Different choices
lead to different γ[ν], which are, however, related in a simple
way. Namely, the corresponding Wigner functions differ only
by translation. By contrast, the Wigner functions Wγ[ν] and
Wγ[ν′ ] , for any [ν ′] = [ν], are not equivalent under translation.
(ii) We note that multiple Wigner functions have previously
been discussed in relation to QCSI [18,19]. Therein, a quantum
state is considered classical if all its Wigner functions are
positive. Our viewpoint is the opposite. For a state to be
considered classical, not even a single one of its Wigner
functions has to be positive.
The states ρ[ν], defined in Eq. (39) have the following
relation to the state ρ of the quantum register.
Lemma 9. For any QCSI scheme (γ,M), if the state ρ of
the quantum register has a noncontextual HVM description,
then the states ρ[ν] provide an ensemble representation Eρ =
{(p[ν],ρ[ν]),[ν] ∈ S/V } of ρ, i.e.,
ρ =
∑
[ν]∈S/V
p[ν]ρ[ν]. (40)
When relating the classical simulation Algorithms 1 and 2,
we apply Lemma 9 in particular to the input state ρin of the
computation, i.e., magic state.
Proof of Lemma 9. Since the Ta, a ∈ V , form a basis
of Hermitian operators on n qubits, it suffices to show that
〈Ta〉ρin = 〈Ta〉∑[ν] p[ν]ρ[ν] , for all a ∈ V .
〈Ta〉∑[ν] p[ν]ρ[ν] =
∑
[ν]
p[ν]〈Ta〉ρ[ν]
=
∑
[ν]
p[ν]λτ[ν] (a)
〈
T
γ[ν]
a
〉
ρ[ν]
=
∑
[ν]
p[ν]λτ[ν] (a)2n
∑
u∈V
Wγ[ν]ρ[ν] (u)W
γ[ν]
T
γ[ν]
a
(u)
=
∑
[ν]
λτ[ν] (a)
∑
u∈V
q(τ[ν] + u)(−1)[a,u]
=
∑
ν∈S
q(ν)λτ[ν] (a)λν
(
T
γ[ν]
a
)
=
∑
ν∈S
q(ν)λν(Ta)
= 〈Ta〉ρin ,
as required. We used Eq. (35) in line 2 above, Eq. (39) in line
4, Eq. (37) in line 5, and Eq. (35) in line 6. 
With Lemma 9, we can now reinterpret the sampling from
the HVM as the following two-stage process. In the first stage,
equivalence classes [ν] ∈ S/V are sampled from, according to
the probabilities {p[ν]}. In the second stage, given a particular
class [ν], the phase space V is sampled from, according to the
conditional probability distribution q|[ν]/p[ν]. The conditional
probability distributions q|[ν]/p[ν] over V are regarded as
Wigner functions Wγ[ν]ρ[ν] of states ρ[ν] associated with the orbits
[ν]; cf. Eq. (39). See Fig. 5 for illustration.
Algorithm 2 can thus be simulated by a master algorithm
calling Algorithm 1 as a subroutine, as follows. Step 1: A
sample ν ∈ S is drawn. This sample is converted into the
into the pair ([ν] ∈ S,u ∈ V ), such that ν = τ[ν] + u. Step 2:
Algorithm 1 is called, with the sample u1 := u being handed
over.
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The orbit [ν] has no influence on how Algorithm 1 runs,
but needs to be taken into account when the simulated
measurement outcomes are returned. Namely, Algorithm 1
returns the values for T γ[ν]at , not for the Tat with the standard
phase convention γ . A conversion of those values is thus
necessary, which proceeds by Eq. (35).
There is one more item to check: To employ sampling from
Wigner functions Wγ[ν] as a subroutine, the measurement of
observables which leave positive Wigner functions W positive
must also leave all Wigner functions Wγ[ν] positive. Denote by
O[ν] the nonextendable set of directly measurable observables
with respect to the phase convention γ[ν] (i.e., the set of Pauli
observables whose measurement preserves non-negativity of
the Wigner function Wγ[ν] ). Then, we have the following result.
Lemma 10. For all [ν] ∈ S/V , it holds that O[ν] = O.
Proof of Lemma 10. By Eq. (10), for any phase convention
γ it holds that
β(a,b) = γ (a) + γ (b) − γ (a + b) + 2aXbZ mod 4.
Then, by Eq. (36), the function β based on a specific γ and the
functions β[ν] based on the corresponding γ[ν] are related via
β[ν](a,b) = β(a,b) + 2[s[ν](a) + s[ν](b) − s[ν](a + b)],
where the addition is again mod 4. Now assume that Ta ∈
O and that [a,b] = 0. Then, {Ta,Tb} is a jointly measurable
set of observables, and thus, by property (ii) of Definition 3,
s[ν](a) + s[ν](b) − s[ν](a + b) mod 2 = 0. Hence,
β[ν](a,b) = β(a,b), ∀ [ν] ∈ S/V,
for all above pairs a ∈ VO, b ∈ V . Thus, by Lemma 1, the
measurement of Ta preserves positivity of the Wigner function
Wγ if and only if it preserves positivity of the Wigner function
Wγ[ν] , for any [ν] ∈ S/V . 
This concludes the discussion of the relation between the
classical simulation Algorithms 1 and 2. We have seen that
if a given magic state can be described by an ncHVM, then
this ncHVM can be viewed as the probabilistic combination
of many non-negative Wigner functions, each compatible with
the same set O of measurable observables.
VI. A QUBIT SCHEME OF QCSI WITH MATCHING
WIGNER FUNCTION
Four of the five theorems in the preceding sections begin
with “For any QCSI scheme (γ,M) . . . ”. We must thus ask:
Are there any such schemes at all? This is the case for any
number of qubits, as we now show by example.
A. Definition of the Wigner function
In this section, we focus on the properties of a single Wigner
function. We make the choice
γ0(a) = aZ · aX mod 4, (41)
which has the important and rare consequence that the
corresponding Wigner function factorizes Wρ⊗σ = WρWσ for
all states ρ, σ . In fact, the factorization property already holds
on the level of the Heisenberg-Weyl operators Eq. (7),
Ta ⊗ Tb = Ta+b. (42)
B. The setO of directly measurable observables
Lemma 11. For γ0(a) = aZ · aX mod 4, the set O of di-
rectly measurable observables is
O = {±Xi,±Yi,±Zi |,i = 1, . . . ,n}.
This means first of all that the corresponding Wigner function
Wγ0 has a corresponding QCSI scheme, and, perhaps surpris-
ingly, spatial locality plays a role in it. Below, we first prove
Lemma 11, and then flesh out the QCSI scheme corresponding
to Wγ0 .
Proof of Lemma 11. We first show that the set O =
{Xi,Yi,Zi |,i = 1, . . . ,n} satisfies the defining conditions
Eqs. (12) and (16). Consider two commuting Pauli observables
Tb, Tc such that Tb is local to qubit k, and Tc is written as
Tc = Tc′+c′′ = Tc′ ⊗ Tc′′ , where Tc′ acts nontrivially only on
qubit k, and Tc′′ acts nontrivially only on the complement of
qubit k. Then,
TbTc = TbTc′ ⊗ Tc′′
= i−β(b,c′)Tb+c′ ⊗ Tc′′
= i−β(b,c′)T(b+c′)+c′′
= i−β(b,c′)Tb+c.
Therein, in lines 1 and 3 we used the property Eq. (42).
Since Tb and Tc are commuting, β(b,c′) ∈ {0,2}. Since Tb
is local, by going through all the cases of local Pauli operators
we find that β(b,c′) ∈ {0,±1}. Thus, β(b,c′) = 0 is the only
choice that satisfies both constraints. Therefore,
Tb+c = TbTc, (43)
whenever [Tb,Tc] = 0, and Tb is local. Condition (12) is thus
satisfied.
Next, since every multilocal Pauli operator can be written
as a tensor product of local Pauli operators, and the local Pauli
operators in such an expansion trivially commute, it follows
that VM = V , as required by condition (16). We have thus
shown that {Xi,Yi,Zi |,i = 1, . . . ,n} is a possible set O.
It remains to prove that the aboveO is maximal, i.e., thatO
cannot contain any additional observable without violating the
condition Eq. (12). For n = 1 this is clear, and we only need to
discuss the case of n  2. To this end, consider the two-local
Pauli operators, beginning with Y ⊗ Y .
XX
XZ
β=2
ZZ
ZX
Z1Z2
X1 X2
  YY
β=0
Y ⊗ Y is part of a context with β = 2 = 0 mod 4. Therefore,
with Lemma 1, Y ⊗ Y ∈ O.
Now, conjugate the observables in the above diagram under
a local Clifford unitary, and readjust the signs such that
only observables Ta appear. In this way, any two-local Pauli
observable can appear in the bottom left corner of the diagram.
We observe that the four observables in the top left corner of
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the diagram will remain local under such a transformation. As
we have shown, all local Pauli operators Tb satisfy Eq. (43)
for all commuting Tc. Hence, (i) the four βs involving local
observables remain β = 0 and (ii) the six β appearing in the
square must sum to 2 mod 4, as per Mermin’s argument.
Combining these two facts, we find that the two β involving
the observable in the bottom right corner of the diagram cannot
simultaneously be zero. Hence this observable cannot be inO.
Thus, no two-local Pauli observable is in O.
Next, consider a Pauli observable Tb with a support of size
greater than 2. Be J a set of two sites in the support of Tb,
J = {j,k} ⊂ supp(Tb), and denote by Tb′ the restriction of Tb
to J , and by Tb′′ the restriction of Tb to the complement of J .
Then, with Eq. (42), Tb = Tb′+b′′ = Tb′ ⊗ Tb′′ . Now consider
a second Pauli operator Tc that commutes with Tb and has
support on J only. Then, using the property Eq. (42),
TbTc = Tb′′ ⊗ Tb′Tc
= iβ(b′,c)Tb′′ ⊗ Tb′+c
= iβ(b′,c)Tb′′+(b′+c)
= iβ(b′,c)Tb+c.
By the previous argument for two-local operators, for any Tb
with support on two or more qubits, a commuting two-local
Pauli operator Tc can be found such that β(b′,c) = 2. Then,
with Lemma 1, ±Tb ∈ O. 
From Eq. (6) it follows that the set  of free states are
tensor products of one-qubit stabilizer states. The group of
free unitary gates therefore is the local Clifford gates.
C. Magic states and universality
From the perspective of computational universality of
QCSI, all we do not know yet is what the magic states are.
Since all state preparations and measurements are local in the
present situation, any entanglement needed in the computation
must be brought in by the magic state. That is, there is only
one big entangled magic state. Factors of tensor product states
cannot be coupled by the free operations.
In fact, one possibility is to use as magic state a slightly
modified cluster state. We consider a set of qubits located on
the vertices of a square lattice graph. We denote the set of
its sites by V and its adjacency matrix by . We single out a
subset R ⊂ V of sites which are sufficiently sparse. Denote
by A the observable X+Y√
2
. With those definitions, the resource
state |〉 is the unique joint eigenstate with eigenvalue 1 of the
stabilizer operators
KXa := Xa
⊗
b∈V
Z
ab
b , if a ∈ V\R, (44a)
KAa := Aa
⊗
b∈V
Z
ab
b , if a ∈ R. (44b)
That this leads to universal quantum computation is easily
shown by standard arguments pertaining to measurement-
based quantum computation (MBQC). See Fig. 6 for illus-
tration.
While being a valid scheme of QCSI, this is also MBQC.
The distinction between MBQC and QCSI is thus blurred.
By various equivalence transformations, we can make the
ZZZZZ
Z ZZZZZZ
ZZ
Z ZZZZZZ
X X X XXXX Z
ZZ
Z ZZZZZZ
ZZ
Z ZZZZZZ
X X
X/Y
XXXX
X X
(b)(a)
FIG. 6. QCSI with modified cluster state of Eqs. (44a) and (44b)
as magic state, which is subjected to measurements of local Pauli
operators Xi , Yj , Zk , for all i,j = i,k = i,j ∈ V . The role of the Z
measurements is to cut out of the plane a web corresponding to some
layout of a quantum circuit, and the X measurements drive the MBQC
simulation of this circuit [48]. The qubit inR is displayed in red. By
rerouting a wire piece, one may choose between implementing and
not implementing a non-Clifford gate. (a) Identity operation on the
logical state space. (b) Logical gate eiπ/4Z .
above computational scheme look more like the known QCSI
schemes, or more like standard MBQC.
Equivalent scheme 1. In all QCSI schemes worked out to
date [15–18], the magic states are local to single or at most
two particles. Although this is by no means necessary, we are
used to those states being injected into the computation one
by one. If desired, we may convert the above computational
scheme into such a form, by conjugating it—the resource state,
the measurable observables in O, and the Wigner function
W 0—under the unitary transformation
UIsing =
∏
i,j∈V
((Z)i,j )ij . (45)
In this way, we arrive at the following equivalent computational
scheme. The resource state |〉 is converted into a tensor
product state of individual qubits being in the state |+〉i ,
defined by X|+〉 = |+〉, for i ∈ V\R, and |A〉j , defined by
A|A〉 = |A〉, for j ∈ R. The new magic states are thus the
local states |A〉j .
The new set O1 of directly measure observables is O1 =
{KXa ,KYa ,Za, a = 1, . . . ,n}, where KYa = Ya
⊗
b∈V Z
ab
b .
Equivalent scheme 2. We note in Eq. (44b) that stabilizer
operators KA of the magic state |〉 are not exactly stabilizer
operators of cluster states. Therefore, we may apply the
equivalence transformation
Uloc =
⊗
j∈R
e−iπ/4 Zj ,
and obtain as the new magic state the standard cluster state.
The new measurable observables are
O2 = {Xi,Yi,Aj ,A′j ,Zk| a ∈ V\R,j ∈ R,k = 1 . . . n},
where A′ = (X − Y )/√2. We note that the measurable ob-
servables which are not Zs are of the form
Oi = cos φi Xi ± sinφi Yi,
as standard in MBQC [48]. A minor deviation from the
standard remains. Namely, for each site i, only a single setting
out of two is available for the measurement angle, eitherφi = 0
or φi = π/4. In standard MBQC, any angle φi ∈ [0,π/2] may
be chosen. However, the present restriction does not affect
computational universality.
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VII. CONCLUSION
We have shown that for all schemes of quantum computa-
tion with magic states on qubits that satisfy the condition (P1),
contextuality and Wigner function negativity are necessary re-
sources for quantum computational universality and quantum
speedup. This extends the earlier results [15,17] for qudits to
qubits. Key to our construction is the additional condition (P1)
imposed on QCSI schemes, which removes the phenomenon
of state-independent contextuality from the free operations.
Despite the interchangeability of “contextuality” and
“Wigner function negativity” in the above statement about
computational resources, the results on contextuality are
stronger. They imply their counterparts on the negativity
of Wigner functions but are not implied by them. This
arises because the equivalence between the existence of a
noncontextual hidden variable model and non-negativity of
the Wigner function—which characterized the qudit case
[15,24]—no longer holds for qubits. Magic states can be
described by an ncHVM but nonetheless have a negative
Wigner function.
A related matter is the preservation of positivity under
free QCSI operations. For any given QCSI scheme satisfying
Condition P1, we find that the existence of an ncHVM
for the state of the quantum register is preserved under all
free operations. The non-negativity of Wigner functions is
only preserved under free measurements, not under all free
unitaries. The amount of negativity introduced by the free
unitaries can be very large as measured by the sum negativity
[45], without compromising efficient classical simulability.
We conclude with two questions:
(1) We have shown that QCSI schemes satisfying Con-
ditions P1 and P2 exist for any number n of qubits, but we
have not classified them. From initial numerical studies we
know that (i) for n = 2 there are plenty of QCSI schemes—as
specified by the function γ in Eq. (7)—that satisfy both
Conditions P1 and P2. In particular, there are at least two
distinct classes under Clifford equivalence. This tells us that
there are solutions fundamentally different from Eq. (41).
(ii) For n  3, the solutions of Conditions P1 and P2 for γ
are very sparse (we did not find any in 104 random trials). Yet,
by Lemma 11 we know that solutions exist for any n. Can they
be classified?
(2) Determining the cost of classically simulating universal
quantum computing is a fascinating area of research [46,49–
51]. Can the simulation methods developed here be extended
to qubit QCSI schemes that do not satisfy the Condition P1?
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Before we give the proof, we need to set up some additional
notation. Namely, we extend the value assignments λν . As per
Eq. (33) in the simulation, Algorithm 2 of Sec. V E, the update
of the internal state ν in the measurement of an observable
Tat invokes a random bit ct , νt −→ νt+1 = νt + ct at . Assume
that the measurement sequence representing a given quantum
algorithm has a maximum length tmax. Since the values {ct ,t =
1, . . . ,tmax} are random and uncorrelated with everything, it
does not matter whether they are determined at runtime or
before the computation, and we may include those values in the
ncHVM value assignments λν . That is, we extend the internal
states ν ∈ S to
ν∗ = (ν,c1,c2, . . . ,ctmax).
Correspondingly, the set of internal states becomes S∗ := S ×
Z×tmax2 .
A consequence of this definition is that the function λν can
now assign a value to a potentially larger set of observables
than the inferable ones. Namely, consider a unitary U which
can be implemented using free gates, free measurements, and
ancilla states that can be described by an ncHVM, and an
inferable observable O ∈ M . Then, the observable U †OU can
also be measured, namely by first implementing U and then
measuring O. However, it is not a priori clear that U †OU ∈
M . Yet, by the general simulation Algorithm 2, given the initial
internal state ν∗, a value λν∗ (U †OU ) can be assigned to the
observable U †OU .
An important point to note is that the above value as-
signments involving quantum circuits are in general context
dependent. That is, they depend on how the unitary U is
implemented as a circuit and which acilla states are being
consumed in the process. Further, for two given observables
O ∈ M , O ′, related via O ′ = U †OU , the unitary U is not
unique, and λν∗ (U †OU ) may again depend on the choice
made. It is this potential contextuality of value assignments
involving circuits that complicates the proof of Theorem 4.
Let us illustrate this property in an example. Suppose there
is a QCSI setting where all observables Xi can be directly mea-
sured but Y3 cannot. Further, assume that the unitary S3, with
the property Y3 = S†3X3S3, can be implemented using only free
operations and ancillas that have an ncHVM description. The
circuit for measuring Y3 in this example is to first implement
S3 and then measure X3. Now the task is to measure Y3 after
first measuring either X1 or X2. Are the corresponding values
λν∗ (Y3) assigned by the internal state ν∗ via the simulation
Algorithm 2 the same in those two situations?
This is in general not the case. Suppose that ν∗ is such
that c1 = 1. Then, if X1 was measured first, the HVM state
after the first measurement is ν + aX1 . Analogously, if X2 was
measured first, the HVM state after the first measurement is
ν + aX2 . With the second measurement in the sequence begins
the implementation of the measurement ofY3. By construction,
the measurement strategy does not depend on the outcome
of the first measurement. Therefore, the second measured
observable is the same Ta2 in both cases. However, the value
assigned to this observable by the internal state ν∗ through
Eq. (31) differs if [a2,aX1 ] = [a2,aX2 ]. In this situation, the
HVM prediction for the outcome obtained in the second
measurement depends on which observable was measured
first. Since the choice of observable in the third measurement
may depend on the outcome of the second measurement, the
two measurement sequences may now run down completely
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different tracks, and there is no guarantee whatsoever that
the value assigned to Y3 will be the same. Hence, the value
assignments involving circuits are potentially contextual.
Proof of Theorem 4. The outline of the proof is as follows.
Suppose the statement is wrong, i.e., it is possible that
the initial magic state has a description of an ncHVM and
simultaneously gives rise to universal quantum computation.
Then, by assumptions U1 and U2, universality implies that an
encoded GHZ state can be prepared. Further, by U2 and U3
it is possible to randomly measure in one of the four contexts
E(X1,X2,X3), E(X1,Y2,Y3), E(Y1,X2,Y3), E(Y1,Y2,X3). In
each such measurement, the three outcomes are multiplied and
it is verified whether the product matches the corresponding
stabilizer eigenvalue of the GHZ state.
We will show below that if the initial (magic) state has
an ncHVM description, then the simulation Algorithm 2 will
fail to reproduce the quantum prediction for the stabilizer
eigenvalues of the GHZ state with a probability 1/8.
However, Algorithm 2 has been proven to be correct (see
Theorem 5), and therefore computational universality and
availability of an ncHVM description for the initial state cannot
simultaneously apply.
We now describe the measurement procedures for the
four measurement contexts. Case (i): E(X1,X2,X3). The three
observables E(X1), E(X2), E(X3) are jointly measured, which
is guaranteed to be possible by U3.
Case (ii): the three remaining contexts E(Xi,Yj ,Yk), i =
j = k ∈ {1,2,3}. For each of the three measurement contexts,
we apply the following procedure:
(1) Measure the observable E(Xi).
(2) Implement the measurement sequence corresponding
to the execution of the encoded gate E(S1 ⊗ S2 ⊗ S3), giving
rise to a free unitary g ∈ G which is propagated out of the
circuit; see Fig. 3.
(3) Measure the observables g†E(Xi)g, for i = 1, . . . ,3.
The outcomes for E(Y1), E(Y2), and E(Y3) are thereby obtained.
Among them, the value for E(Yi) is discarded.
Step 1 of this procedure is possible by U3, and step 2
is possible by U2. Regarding step 3, the unitary g is in
general dependent on them measurement outcomes obtained in
implementing the circuit for E(S1 ⊗ S2 ⊗ S3), but in all cases
g is free (g ∈ G). Thus, the observables g†E(Xi)g are in O
and can be directly measured.
From the perspective of the hidden variable model, for any
internal state ν∗ ∈ S∗, the values λν∗(E(Xi)), λν∗ (E(Yi)), i =
1, . . . ,3 are assigned to the corresponding observables via the
simulation Algorithm 2 applied to the above measurement
procedure. We now show that these value assignments are
noncontextual if c1 = 0.
(i)E(Xi). Since theE(Xi) are measured first in every context
they appear in, λν∗ (E(Xi)) = λν(E(Xi)). They are thus context
independent.
(ii) E(Yi). We show this by the example of E(Y1), the other
two cases are analogous. E(Y1) appears in two measurement
contexts, namely E(Y1,X2,Y3) and E(Y1,Y2,X3). The corre-
sponding measurement procedure differ only in one respect.
In the former context E(X2) is measured in the first step,
and in the latter context E(X3) is measured in the fist step.
Now, by the assumption of c1 = 0, the internal state ν remains
unchanged under this first measurement in both cases, and
in particular remains the same for both cases. After the first
step, the procedures are thus identical, and the same value
λν∗ (E(Y1)) is assigned by the HVM in either context.
Thus, if c1 = 0, all values λν∗ (E(Xi)), λν∗ (E(Yi)), i =
1, . . . ,3 assigned by the HVM are thus noncontextual, as
claimed. By Mermin’s argument, such noncontextual value
assignments fail to reproduce the respective stabilizer eigen-
value of the encoded GHZ state in at least one of the contexts.
Thus, if the measurement contexts are randomly chosen and if
c1 = 0, then the HVM fails to match the quantum prediction
with a probability of 1/4.
Further, for any internal state ν ∈ S, the conditional
probability for c1 = 0 in ν∗ given ν equals 1/2 (recall that
c1 is the result of an unbiassed coin flip). Therefore, the HVM
fails to match the quantum prediction with a probability1/8.
Finally, universality only requires the preparation of an
encoded GHZ state E(|GHZ〉) up to an arbitrarily small error
 > 0, and likewise only the approximate realization of the
gates E(Si), up to the same error . When taking such errors
into account, the HVM prediction remains unchanged. If
the initial state can be described by a noncontextual HVM,
the measurement record will fail to reproduce the quantum
mechanical prediction of the measurement record with a
probability 1/8.
The quantum prediction does now differ from the ideal
scenario. With a slightly erroneous encoded GHZ state
E(|GHZ〉) and slightly erroneous gates E(Si), the measurement
record will differ from the measurement record for the ideal
circuit with a probability p(). However, p() can be made
arbitrarily small by decreasing . Thus, even in the presence
of a small error , the quantum prediction can be distinguished
from the HVM prediction. 
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